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Nomenclature

Name Description

a initial radius of a gadolinia particle
Al normal density of Gd203

Au02 total neutron absorption in UO2 with slope density

particles

Auniform neutron absorption in the uniform background whose
particle density type is slope density

Apart neutron absorptions due to uncovered slope density
particles

Apt fast neutron absorptions rate due to a slope density
particle at r'

Ape thermal neutron absorption rate due to a slope density
particle

Asub total neutron absorption in slope density particles
counted twice to be subtracted

b rod radius
B1 normal density of UO2

parameter for the particle transparency
C Dancoff correction
Cg conversion factor from mass density to atom density
D CgPao/J
F mass fraction of gadolinia in particle form

fen U-235 enrichment
Fi neutron collision rate density in region i

ga average UO2 density

gm minimum UO2 density in a slope density particle

gu uniform background UO2 density



G(H,r) particle shielding effect function
unit vectors along x axis

In two times of integral of SZ function

j unit vectors along y axis
j(r) reduced thermal neutron current
J2 thermal neutron current
k unit vectors along z axis
k assembly criticality

unit height of gadolinia core
chord length of an infinite cylinder or a sphere

Qo mean chord length of a particle
Q mean chord length of diluent

Lnorm normalized total neutron loss rate

1-1)
total neutron loss rate in the rod with particles

1-u total neutron loss rate in the rod without particles
M shielded mass of UO2 in slope density particles
M mass of a slope density particle whose radius is 1
Mm Gd203 mass

Muo2 UO2 mass

M total total mass of UO2 and Gd203

M.W. Molecular weight of Gd atom
n number of Gd atoms
N Gd atom number density

NAv Avogadro's number
NP gadolinia particle number density

Pc neutron collision probability with a spherical gadolinia
particle

Pcyl neutron collision probability with a cylindrical gadolinia
central core

Pd/k conditional probability that a neutrion will make a
collision with diluent if it collides in region k



Pork conditional probability that a neutrion will make a

collision with a particle if it collides in region k

Pnorm normalized neutron production rate
Pii a probability that a neutron born in region j will make

next collision in region i

Po escape probability
Pp total neutron production rate in the rod with particles

Psub subtraction of neutron production rate counted twice in
slope density particles

Pu total neutron production rate in the rod without particles

Qu total UO2 mass shielded in slope density particles
r gadolinia central core radius
r' distance from the center of the rod
r0 gadolinia central core radius for the uniform rod
Ro normalization factor for interaction rates

RP normalized particle effect in assembly criticality
ruo the outer limit where particles may exist when the

gadolinia central core vanishes
S density slope for the slope density particle
S(r) neutron source rate at r
t time
to time when the gadolinia central core vanishes
V volume of the Gd core

VGd volume occupied by gadolinia

Vuo2 volume occupied by UO2

VP volume fraction of particles

Vrod rod volume
W initial weight percent of Gd203 in the fuel mix
z volume percent of Gd203 in the rod
Ak difference in assembly criticalities
a a coefficient of c
a(r,r') optical thickness between r and r'



a coefficient of c

OP)) neutron angular flux of group g
cD neutron total flux of group g

neutron total flux of group g at driver fuel region
yr emergent neutron density

fast to thermal flux ratio in the driver region

Pa average density of gadolinia in the rod

Pao initial density of gadolinia
Pmo initial gadolinia density in the particle

Puo initial gadolinia density in the background

Pactual actual initial gadolinia density in a particle
mean chord length of diluent

,,g
-a1 fast group microscopic absorption cross section of the

gadolinium

/gal fast macroscopic absorption cross section of Gd
Eat fast group macroscopic absorption cross section of UO2

Eat thermal group macroscopic absorption cross section of
UO2

/k thermal group macroscopic effective total cross section
of a particle rod

vEfi fast group vEf of gadolinia bearing UO2 rod
vEf2 thermal group vEf of gadolinia bearing UO2 rod

4 multiplied by (Di

T1 particle radius

110 particle radius when the gadolinia central core vanishes
fraction of the particle radius Ti to the initial radius a

0 the fraction of the particle radius when the gadolinia
central core vanishes

0 angle between S) and normal vector n to the surface of
cylindrical rod



ti particle burn time by thermal neutrons

0 particle uncovered time by thermal neutrons

max the maximum time for which a particle could burn
T1 the additional time required for a particle at r' to burn

out after to
Q(r',r) thermal neutron shading function by the gadolinia central

core when r is the gadolinia central core radius and r' is

the particle location
unit vector in the direction of neutron motion
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A TWO-GROUP SYUDY ON THE GADOLINIUM PARTICLE

DEPLETION IN LIGHT WATER REACTOR FUEL RODS

1. Introduction

Gadolinia (Gd203) is used in nuclear power reactor fuel rods to
control core reactivity. Natural gadolinium consists of seven
isotopes, two of which, Gd-155 and Gd-157, have large thermal
absorption cross sectionsl. For this reason, gadolinia can be used as
a burnable poison. For the same reason, a single, representative

pseudo-isotope can be defined and the behavior of the pseudo-
isotope can be analyzed. At the beginning of its life, a gadolinia
bearing fuel rod behaves like a burnable poisoned rod and following
the burnup of the gadolinium isotopes, it behaves like a fuel rod.
Therefore, gadolinia bearing fuel rods can be used to limit the use of
the control rods and to achieve longer fuel cycles. Transport theory
methods are required for the modeling of detailed neutron

interactions for reason of the large flux gradients in both space and
energy near the self-shielded gadolinia surfaces2,3.

During the manufacture of gadolinia bearing fuel rods, a
portion of the gadolinia forms smaller particles which affect the
criticality of assemblies in which they are used. In this study, the
particle effect is investigated in order to predict criticality
difference between two assemblies. Each assembly contains a

single gadolinia bearing fuel rod with the same amount of gadolinia.
However, the gadolinia rod in one assembly has all the gadolinia is
uniformly mixed with UO2. In the other assembly, only a fraction of
the gadolinia is present in particle form.
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The basis of this study has been suggested from the results of
previous investigators. Lane, Nordheim, and Sampson4 examined

doubly heterogeneous system in order to determine the resonance
integral for lumped absorber materials in a diluent base. The

neutron escape probability calculations were based upon the
assumptions of two regions and flat flux. An explicit treatment of
the Dancoff correction successfully incorporated the interactions
between the spherical particles in the diluent mixture. Lewis and
Connolly5 demonstrated the accuracy of this theory by measuring
resonance integrals for variously sized gold spheres, obtaining good

calculational measurement agreement for particle volume fractions
up to 10%.

An extension of this technique was subsequently developed at
the Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories and implemented in the
GRANIT codes. The model used in this code calculated fluxes for
many subregions. Thus, the two-region flat flux limitation was
removed. A large collision probability matrix was defined for
calculation of fluxes for a number of space and energy divisions.
Moreover, the GRANIT code has been used to study the neutronic

effects of PuO2 particles in mixed oxide fuel pins.

In turn, Gibson, Hulsal, and Nash7 applied the United Kingdom's

WIMS-E code to the problem of a boiling water reactor (BWR) nuclear
fuel assembly poisoned with gadolinia particles. The WIMS-E code

divides poison pin geometry into three equal annuli, each with an
equal numbers of particles divided into three spherical shells.
Integral transport theory is used to calculate collision probabilities
and a 28-group matrix solution is used to determine the neutron
flux. A condensed 8-group assembly flux solution is then obtained
by combining the remaining non-poisoned regions with the results of
the poisoned cells.
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The methods described above are extremely complicated and
require sophisticated solution techniques. Kenneth Hartley(KH)8

developed a one-group theory with simplifying assumptions for the
prediction of the ok effects of the gadolinia particles. In this
model, uniform gadolinia is treated as a black neutron absorbing
core, the radius of which is reduced as burnup is increased. The

underlying assumption of the 1-group KH model is that all the
thermal neutrons are absorbed at the surface of the gadolinia
central core. This model includes the effect of central core shading,
particle shielding of the central core, and particle transparency.
However, to study the inter-particle shielding effect, which cannot
be done with the KH model, and to verify the KH model, collision
probability methods are preferred. For the current investigation,
one thermal group and one fast group were used rather than
multigroups. The thermal group neutron flux is calculated for both
background gadolinia and particle regions. With the flat fast flux,
thermal fluxes are used to calculate gadolinia burnup and assembly
criticality.

There, the objectives of this investigation are to (1) expand
the one-group KH model into two-group model and (2) develop a

formal transport theory model based upon collision probabilities,
comparing the results of the collision probability model and the KH
model. The transparency effect of the gadolinia central core is
included in the development of the modified KH two-group model.
This is important for the calculation of Ak near the end of gadolinia
burnup,i.e. at the point Ak peaks. The fast-group flux is assumed to
be flat across both the rod and particles, and gadolinia density is
reduced throughout the burnup process.9 The research theory was

that (1) the fast flux effect will increase the gadolinia burnup rate
and (2), because of increased rates of neutron production and loss,

k differences will be smaller between the two types of fuel rod
assemblies.
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The basic assumptions for the KH model included the following:

1) The neutron fluxes, assumed to be cylindrically symmetric about
the Gd core, result from steady state core operating conditions.

2) Fluxes are modeled only in two dimensions and no vertical
components are included.

3) The gadolinia rod is completely symmetric about the center of its
center

4) Fission products are not included. The number density of fissile
uranium atoms is assumed to remain constant through out the
gadolinia rod burning process.

5) Gd-155 and Gd-157 have very large thermal neutron absorption

cross sections and a Gd pseudo-isotope with an infinite thermal
neutron absorption cross section, is assumed to represent these
isotopes. The production of Gd-155 and Gd-157 from Gd-154 and
Gd-156 is neglected.

6) The gadolinia functions as a black absorber for incident thermal
neutrons, a process which takes place at the very edge of the
gadolinia surface. All material within the cylindrical surface is
shielded from the thermal neutrons and it is further assumed that
thermal neutrons reduce the gadolinia central core volume.

7) Radial thermal flux depression in the fuel pins due to UO2 neutron
absorption is neglected.

8) Neutron loss occurs only through absorption in uranium and

gadolinium; all other loss mechanisms are neglected.

For expansion of the one-group KH model into a two-group model, the

following additional assumption is necessary:

9) Fast neutron flux is assumed to be constant through out the Gd
core, and the fast neutron effect decreases Gd.
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To study the inter-particle shielding effect and verify the KH
model, Bennette's GRANITE collision probability method with
particles has been adopted, and the OSUCP2 two-group model was

developed and written in FORTRAN. This model assumes a flat fast-
flux, while thermal flux is calculated with the use of region-to-
region collision probabilities. To calculate collision probabilities
for the uniform gadolinia rod, or for particle rods prior to expansion,
formal collision probability methods comparable to the fine group

calculation code1° are used. For the particle rod, formal region-to-
region collision probabilities are expanded in order that the
particles in each region may be assigned one spatial point. Although

GRANIT is based on THERMOS," the COPRAN12,13 routine is used in

this study because of its ability to calculate region-to-region
collision probabilities by regional averages whereas THERMOS

assumes that a region center point value is representative of the
regional average value. For systems with very high absorbing
material, COPRAN offers more stable results than the GEOM routine

used in THERMOS for only single thermal group flux calculations (see
Appendix G). The multi-group method 14,15,16 can use either routine
without difficulty.

The advantages of the use of the collision probability method
are that it can include every possible shielding effect related to the
particles and the gadolinia central core, and can be used to calculate
the thermal flux depression in the UO2 region. Moreover, this method

can be used to show gadolinia density distribution as a function of
burnup and can be expanded into a multigroup model. Overall, this

method can be used to accurately predict the gadolinia particle
effect, given that region-to-region collision probabilities consist of
the probability that a neutron born in one region will encounter its
next collision in another region. On the other hand, the disadvantage
of the use of the collision probability method is its considerable
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computation time requirements. This is necessary because the use

of probabilities, and solution of the full matrix equations.
Chapters 2 through 5 of the current study present the

development of the modified KH two-group model. Development of

the collision probability method is included in Chapter 6. Chapter 7

present a comparison of parametric analysis for the two models and
chapter 8 includes the conclusion drawn from this investigation and
recommendations for further study.
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2. Two-Group Uniform Core Model

2.1 Flux and Current

Given the assumption that neutron flux is cylindrically
symmetric with no vertical component, the unit vector in the
direction of neutron motion becomes

SI= cos0 i + sin0 j + 0k , (2.1)

where I, j, k are respectively, the unit vectors along the x, y, and z
axes. Since there are no vertical components, an angular flux g(e)
which is dependent on 0 only, may be defined, where g = 1 is the fast
flux and g = 2 is the thermal flux. The total flux of group g then
becomes

g7C= 4)
g
(0) dO , for g = 1, 2 .

For fast or thermal fluxes away from the poisoned rod, angular flux
is independent of 0. The driver region flux can then be defined as

1:13g,0 7.-- 270g , for g = 1, 2 . (2.2)

Consider the neutron currents at the point P, which is on the
gadolinia core surface in Fig. 2.1. Since the fast flux is assumed to
be everywhere isotropic, the net current is zero. However, the
thermal current is clearly not zero since no neutrons are exiting
from the core. By the same reasoning, the net thermal neutron
current is equal to the number of thermal neutrons entering the core
through a unit area at point P:



n.a 02(0)
11<0

1271 de cos() 4)2(0)

2

= 2 4)2(0) .

From eqs. (2.2) and (2.3),

8

(2.3)

J2 (2.4)
Note that J2 is at point P, while 02,. is away from P. The thermal

flux at point P is (02,.../2) because one-half. of the angular flux is
shielded by the core. This is given further development in Section
3.2.2.

Fig. 2.1 Thermal Neutron Current On The Gadolinia Core Surface
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2,2 Average Densities of Gd203 and UO2

The number densities of gadolinium or uranium isotopes are

essential for the estimation of criticality differences between the
average uniform gadolinia and particle rods. To calculate these
densities, the relations between the gadolinia weight percent and
the average densities of Gd203 or UO2 must be established. Let W be

the initial weight percent of Gd203 in the fuel mix. The average

densities for the mixture constituents can then be estimated from
their normal densities. Then, if z is the volume percent of Gd203 in
the rod,

VGd
Z =

VGd VUO2

From the above definition,

Mai Muo2
VGd = and Vuo2 = ,

Al B1

where

MGd = Gd203 mass,

Mu02= UO2 mass,

Al = normal density of Gd203,

B1 = normal density of UO2.
Hence:

It may also be noted that

M(11

Al
z=

Mai muo2

Al B1

W
MGd wi

0 0
total

1



and

Therefore,

z=

10

100 W
M UO2 - Mtotal100

W Mtotal

Al 100

W Mtotal 100 W Mtotal
Al L 100 B1 L100

which may be expressed in simple terms as

z=
W 100 W

Al B1

Al

Once the volume percentage of gadolinia in the uniform rod has

been defined, it may be concluded that the average density is simply
normal density X the occupied volume fraction, or

Pa = A1z

Therefore, average density is dependent on the weight percent of
gadolinia in the rod and on the normal material density,

Pa=
W 100 W

Al B1

The average UO2 density, ga, then becomes
100 W

ga
W 100 W

Al B1

(2.5)

(2.6)
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2.3 Uniform Gadolinia Core Burnup Rate

Since the fast neutron flux is assumed to be uniform across

the gadolinia core, crii=01,..., fast neutrons interact with the Gd atoms
to reduce the number of Gd atoms in the gadolinia rod. Given that

one Gd atom is removed by absorbing one fast neutron, the rate of
change of the Gd atom due to the fast neutron is

do

t
= 01 V ,

(2.7)
where n : number of Gd atoms,

/gal : fast macroscopic absorption cross section of Gd, and
V : volume of the Gd core.

Using the number density of the Gd atom N, n can be expressed as

n = N V . (2.8)
However,

Pa(t) NAv
N = Cg pa(t) ,

M.W. (2.9)
where NAv: Avogadro's number,

M.W.: Molecular weight of Gd atom,

Cg: conversion factor from mass density to atom density, and
Pa(t): average gadolinia density at time t.

Although seven natural gadolinium isotopes exist, this
investigation is concerned only with the isotopes Gd-155 and Gd-
157, which have thermal neutron absorption cross sections,
respectively, of 6.1x104 barns and 2.55x105 barns. The abundance of

these two isotopes is 30.5% in natural gadolinium. The material

density of Gd203 is 7.6 gms/cc and its molecular weight is 362.5
amu. Therefore, the conversion factor, Cg, is found as:
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2 x 0.305 X NAv atoms
Cg

362.5 gm (2.10)
Then, from eqs. (2.8) and (2.9),

n= C9 pa(t) V .

Since the fast neutrons reduce the atom density throughout the Gd
rod,

do r, dPa
V

d t g d t (2.11)
and the absorption rate becomes

dpa
Ca = Egai (Di .

d t (2.12)

Because every thermal neutron impinging on the Gd core is absorbed

at the surface, contributing the reduction of the volume of the Gd
core, the following can be formulated:

J A = Cg Pa(t)
d

,

d t (2.13)

where J is the thermal neutron current at the surface and A is the
surface area of the Gd core.

In order to solve eq. (2.13), the fast microscopic absorption

cross section of the gadolinium, 021, is introduced,

Egai(t) = N(t) sugai = C9 Pa(t) 6a1 . (2.14)

Then, from eqs.(2.12) and (2.14),

dpa(t)
Cg Pa(t) 6a1 (13'1=

`19 d t

or,

6/1 (D1 t

By the integration of this formula,

021 ci).1 t = In

1 dpa(t)

Pa(t) d t

pa(t)

Pao )
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where Pao is the initial density, i.e., Pao=P(0), the time dependent Gd
density can be determined:

Pa(t) = Pao exp ( all 4)1 t)

Then, define

c = 4 01
Then time dependent average gadolinia density becomes

Pa(t) = Pao .

Inserting eq.(2.16) into eq.(2.13),

(2.15)

(2.16)

J A = C9 pao e-'t dV
d t

Note that A = art and dV = artdr , where t is the unit height of
the Gd cylinder, R. = 1,

dr
d t

and,

dr et
d t Cg Pao

Then, integrating from t=0 to t=t,

and

i t ' r 11dt = J t dt
dt Cg Pao 0

r(t) r(0) =
J t 1

C9 Pao

It follows that since r(0)=b and r(t)=r,
Cr, Pao c t( b r ) = e 1

(2.17)

Therefore, the relationship between t and r for a uniform core is
C9 pao ( b r )t= In 1 +

J



Then, define

D:___
Cg Pao

J

and the equation of motion of the Gd core becomes,
1t=
(3

,. In ( 1 + D ( b r ) ) .

14

(2.18)

(2.19)
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3. Gadolinia Particle Model - Uniform Density

3.1 Gadolinia Mass Distribution

In this chapter, the effect of constant density gadolinia
particles upon two neutron energy groups is presented. It is

assumed that the initial density of gadolinia particles is equal to

the 100% of the actual density of gadolinia. Therefore, it may be
further assumed that no UO2 exists within the particle. Based upon

these assumptions, the number density of the gadolinia particle of
N can be determined.

Let MGd represent the total initial mass of gadolinia and mass
fraction, F, of total gadolinia which is to be placed in particles. The

total number of particles, N, is then
MGd F

N Pao Vrod F

4(±
3

a3) Pm° I 3 n a3) Pmo

where Pmo is the initial particle density (Factualactual Puo) as shown in
Fig. 3.1. Therefore, the gadolinia particle density Np is:

N 3 Pao F=NP
v rod 4 n 2 pm° (3.1)

Uniform gadolinia density may be simply described using average
density Pao and the fraction F:

Puo = 1 F) Pao (3.2)



actual

Puo

T
Imo

0 a 11

distance from particle center

Fig. 3.1 Initial Gadolinia Particle Density Distribution

16
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3.2 Particle Burn Rate Equations

3.2.1 Particle Burn Without Shielding

Due to the case of fast neutrons, the particle density, pm(t),

becomes

Pm(t) = pnioe-t .
(3.3)

The radius of the particles can be reduced by thermal neutrons.

However, radius reduction occurs only after the particle is exposed
to the thermal neutrons since they cannot penetrate the central
gadolinia core. Given that a particle is exposed at time to, and if the
radius of the particle is it, then the cross sectional area of the

particle is mii2. Since it is assumed that the particle appears to be
black to the thermal neutrons, the absorption rate of the thermal

neutrons by the Gd atoms in the particle will be 7c11202(t,r), where

'132(t,r) is the thermal flux at the time t at the position r'. Then let
the particle volume be Vp. Since the absorption rate of the thermal
neutrons by the Gd atoms in the particle is equal to the rate of
disappearance of Gd atoms in the particle,

Cgpm(edVp = in-1202(01dt .
(3.4)

Since

dVp = 4itui2dii ,

Eq. (3.4) then becomes

(3.5)

4Com(t)dil = 02(t,r)dt . (3.6)

When ti is the particle burn time and to is the exposed time of the
thermal neutrons, the total burn time of the rod, t is

t=t+tp (3.7)

and dt = dt . (3.8)
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Based upon eq. (3.3), eq. (3.6) then becomes

4Cgpmodn = (1)2eCtdt

Integrating from t = to to t,

4Cgpmodn = (1)2etd t
a 0

and

4Cgpm0(a-n) cl)2etdt . (3.9)

The equations of motion for the burn of the uniform Gd core and the
particles are thus obtained. The effect of the central Gd core
shielding the inner surface of the particles is included in the
thermal flux 02(t,r'). In the following section, the relationship
between 02 and (D2,- is discussed.

3.2.2 Central Shielding Effect

Although the central core cannot shield the fast neutrons, it

does shield the thermal neutrons. If the radius of central core is r

and the location of a particle is r', from Fig. 3.2 we have
27a2 + 2w = 2n ,

Lsin NI = ,

r'

1 1( rQ(r',r) = 1 sin-
TI (3.10)

This result suggests that Q(r',r) is the fraction of 27c that the
central core does not shield the particle from the thermal neutrons.
Since the radius of the central core r is a function of time, the
shielded thermal flux at a given point r' becomes



Fig. 3.2 Central Gadolinia Core Shielding Effect

02(t,r') = 02,J2(ri,r) ,

where 02,. is the unshielded driver region thermal flux.

rl = ae, eq.(3.9) becomes

19

(3.11)

Now, using

4Cgpm0a(1-6) = c1120(r',r)etdt . (3.12)

If the particle location r' is less than the gadolinia central core
radius r, the thermal neutrons will not have burned the particles
(However, particle density will decrease due to the fast neutrons.)
When r is less than r', the particle at r' has burned due to the
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thermal neutrons for the time, T. To estimate particle burn time due
to the thermal neutrons, it is assumed that the burn rate of the
gadolinia uniform background of the particle bearing rod is equal to
the burn rate of the gadolinia core of the average density rod. The

particle burn time, t, can then be obtained from eq. (2.19) as follows:

T = ,1 1

In(CD(b-r)+1) ,In(CD(b-r1)+1)

1 (CD(b-r)+1'
= CD(b-r')+1)

To solve for r/r',

r'
r

r

1

D
= (1-eCt-CD(b-r')) + r'b

'C

0 r,

rect 1+CD b

r'CD

The fast flux to thermal flux ratio "7 is then defined as
(1)1=

4'
=

2,- 4'2-

And recall from eqs. (2.15) and (2.18) that C=agaicpi, and

D = Cgpao/JT, then

r
=

r'

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

1 +agai 7IC Nob r
g (1

,
(3.16)

agalY gCgPaort

If the right side of eq. (3.12) is P(r',r), then
tr

P(r',r) = K-2(r,r)eCrdt' =.1 1--sin-1
To To\

r
4ercIt' . (3.17)
r

The derivation of P(r',r) (see Appendix A) results in

P(r',r)= 1

er -to(e-r t-1)

Deto -(1 +
2

r -r{rsin
Tc(r'CD -1- CDb)

(3.18)



Then, further define

Pk(r',r) = P(r',r)/D
and eq.(3.12) becomes

4Cgpm0a(1 = 01) DPk(r',r) .

(1)Using = TE , eq. (3.20) can be solved for c. Define

P
H - Pao

4apmo

then £ can be simplified as follows:
1- HPk(r',r) .

3.3 Incident Thermal Neutron Reduction Due To Particle
Shielding

21

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

A thermal flux model shielded by the gadolinia central core has
been presented. However, this development has not accounted for

the particle effects that shield some of the neutrons from the Gd
central core. If j(r) is the thermal neutron current that strikes the
central Gd core, corrected for the particle shielding effect, then

Since dV = 2nr..d r,

dV

Cg Pu(t) t
= 2itr..j(r) .

C, p(t)dr
= -j(r) .

d t (3.23)

Using pu(t) = puoe-Ct, the equation of motion for the central Gd core
is then

dr j(r) eft
d t C pg uo

(3.24)
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To determine j(r), consider Fig. 3.3. Since j(r) is the unshielded
current J minus the particle shielding effect, particle absorption in
the area of interest is first considered. The total absorption per
particle that can affect the point of interest in this study is

Thermal neutron absorption = cD2EVp

where E is the macroscopic absorption cross section of the Gd atom
and V is the particle volume. Since it is assumed that the

gadolinia particle is a black absorber to the thermal neutrons, 1, V p

can be replaced by the cross sectional area of the particle:

EVp = rcri2 .

If N is the gadolinia particle number density, then the thermal
neutron absorption rate per unit volume due to the gadolinia
particles is

Absorption per unit volume = (1)27m2Np ,

Area of Interest

Point of Interest

Outer Particle Boundary

Fig. 3.3 Particle Shielding Effect.
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and the total absorption rate in the area of interest by Gd particles
is:

..Np(1)277-12dA ,

where ... is the unit thickness of a disk sliced from the rod.

To calculate the current reduction, consider the current due to a line
source. If the strength of the line source is S, and the particle is at
a distance s from the point of interest P, the flux at P from the
source, Fig. 3.4, is

One to s -
2ns

The net current is then the portion of the flux that crosses the area

in the direction of opposite from n, when n is the unit normal vector
pointing radially outward toward the edge of the rod. Therefore, it is

obvious that the total flux is equal to the angular flux at point P due
to source S:

(Ddue to S
S

Odue to S
2ThS

Fig. 3.4 Neutron Flux Due To Source S At Distance s.
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Hence

jdue to S
0' 11

3 -no de' = ST-4) cose'de' .

s 11

The reduction factor fr for the source of strength S located at r' is

therefore
cose'
27cs

Since only magnitude is of concern, the minus sign, which indicates
the direction against n, is dropped.

idue to S 7C
frSde' . (3.25)

The current that crosses the unit area dA due to S is the reduced
source strength, frS, integrated over all of the contributing angles.
Similarly, the sink strength represented by the particles' ability to
absorb must also be reduced. This can be affirmed by the

consideration that the neutrons initially traveling in directions that
would not intersect at the central core and which therefore would
not contribute to the inward current, could still be absorbed in the
particles. The maximum absorbing ability, or sink strength, is then

Ssink = Np02,..X112 (3.26)

Using this result, the current reduction due to the absorption from
the particles can be calculated. The reduced current due to
absorption in the area above the tangent line to the rod is

s
matf

o

2j(r) = J-2.1 frSsinkdA ,
o

or,

j(r) = J-2fsma r cos 0'
Np02,..zi2 sds de' .

o o 2 ic s
(3.27)



When the coordinates are transferred to move the frame of
reference to the center of the rod, then

rt, cos .1:-'1.12(r.)
cost) '-1 rj(r) = J-Np(1)2_1 r'dr' d8' .

r 0

Since 02,./J = t[, eq. (3.28) becomes

j(r) = J

25

(3.28)

( r
cos

1 rl---RN,f 2 VAC ' )cose'd9
r SO (3.29)(sir')

and 0' is related to 8 and s is related to r'. From fig. 3.5,
X = S COSOI ,

x+r = r' cost) ,

s case' = r' cost) -r

and

case
cosel =

r' cose-r r'

r'

Fig. 3.5 Coordinate Transformation

(3.30)



Eq. (3.30) is then substituted into eq. (3.29):

j(r) = J

r
r cos- 1( ) COSO(

C )S r
1 nNpf

u

Ti2(r)dr dO

Cr')r

By the cosine second law,

S2 = r2+rf2-2rr,cose ,

Define d = r/r', then

(s/112= d2+1-2d cose .

Therefore, eq. (3.29) becomes

j(r) = J
ru cos-ld

1nNpf ri2(r)dr'
fo d

cosed
2+1-2d cos()

d8 .
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(3.31)

The above integration (given in Appendix B) has been derived from
Ken Hartley,8 and the result is

roos 1( i cose d
d
1

Jo 2

d0=sirild.
d+1-2d cose

Based upon this result, eq. (3.31) becomes
ru

2 r' --1j(r) = J[1-7cNpf 1 (r') sin 1-.-) dr] .,r'

(3.32)

(3.33)

The first step in obtaining the current reduction is to
determine the outer limit of existing particles. The limit ru can be
determined from eq. (3.22) when the following relationship is
satisfied:

Or,

E = 1 -HPk(r',r) = 0

HPk(rU,r) = 1 . (3.34)



However, from eqs. (3.1) and (3.21),
3FH

TENn =
r

Tca2

Therefore, the reduced current becomes

j(r) = 3FH
jr I.' sin-1

r r

Then, defining

eq. (3.36) becomes

r3H f
e

u '
G(H,r) =

2 r . _1 r(
sin ) dr' ,

r r r'

j(r) = J[1-FG(H,r)] .

From eq. (2.11), the central core burn rate equation without
particles is:

dro
(1 F)et

d t CgPa(t) CgPuo

and the corresponding equation for the core with particles is
d r

(1 FG(H,r)) et .

d t Cg puo (3.40)

Eq.(3.39) can then be solved analytically for rc. The result is

et 1
ro = b

D
(3.41)

It may be noted from the comparison of eqs. (3.39) and (3.40) that
the particle shielding effect is included in the function G(H,r). Due

to the complexity of this function, eq. (3.40) cannot be solved
analytically. For the computer model, the solution of eq. (3.40) must
be calculated with the 4-th order Runge-Kutta method.

27

(3.35)

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.39)
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3.4 Production and Loss Events in the Poisoned Rods

As they are modeled, it is assumed that the loss of neutrons
occurs only in UO2 and Gd203. Some of the loss events in UO2 lead to

fission, which accounts for all of the production events. Neutron

leakage is neglected since neutrons which leak are replaced by other
neutrons which leak in. These simplifications enable prediction of
the magnitude of the reactivity effect due to the gadolinia particles.
The magnitude prediction can then be theoretically coupled with

other more detailed computer model analyses to obtain the true rod
multiplication.

For the loss events, Lp is the total neutron loss rate for a rod
with particles and Lu is the loss rate for a rod without particles.
Thermal neutron loss for the latter occurs only in uniformly mixed
fuels that have been "uncovered" by the central core, and on the
surface of the central core itself due to gadolinia absorption. Fast

neutron loss can occur uniformly in poisoned rods. Since each

gadolinium atom can absorb only one neutron, and the current

impinging upon the gadolinia core is known, the loss rate in the
gadolinia central core is

Luc = ard + Thrc2CgPa(0011(1)1 nti/Lajiei

and the total number of neutron absorptions in the uranium is

Lu outer = [4202,-52(r, rc) + EUa101]27cridri
C

vU
2C2(rlirdr'dr + Etja10170b2.4c2)

C

lo is defined as follows:

In(b,r) = 2f S2(ri,r)ridry . (3.42)
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This integration, derived from Hartley8 ( in Appendix C), results in

n

2

2
In(b,r) = b2 b2sin-1 L r (3.43)

Based upon this result, Lu outer becomes

Lu outer = 424)20-1r1C2(b,rc)+Eua1
017r(b2rc2)

Combining this with the loss in the gadolinia central core, and using

J =02,,,ht, the loss term is

Lu = nc13.24
2ro

+ Eau2ID(b,rc)] + Thc131[Cg(liPa(t)rC EaL-1 1 b2] (3.44)

The production of neutrons in the rod without particles is
similarly obtained:

Pu = Pu core + Pu outer

r, b
= VIfiC130121Cridr+S VEf2432,,,.0(1°,1'd2nrdr +5 vIf1 (112nrdri .

0

Again, applying eq. (3.42),

Pu=nb2vEnc1)-1 vEf202,..1tin(ri,rc) (3.45)

If we normalize this result for the thermal flux X the volume of a
rod slice of unit thickness, the normalization factor Ro is

Ro = 7t1D202,0, . (3.46)

The normalized production and loss rates for a rod without particles
is obtained as follows:

Lu norm =
2r

[ ire +421n(b,rc) /b2+7[Cgaga1 pa(t)r+Ilaji b2] /b2
(3.47)

and

Pu norm = YVIfl+VZf210(b,rd/b2 (3.48)

where 7 is once again the ratio of fast flux to thermal flux. These

results are then applied to the reactivity model for the prediction of
an approximate value for k in a bundle containing this type of
burnable poison configuration.
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When attention is focused on the particle rod, the number of
neutron absorptions in the exposed UO2 can be calculated exactly in
the same way as for the rod without particles. It is assumed that
the shielding effect of the particles on absorptions within the UO2
volume outside of the central gadolinia core is negligible.
Furthermore, the effect of the particle volume on UO2 density can
also be neglected since using smeared UO2 density cross sections

can be used for the exposed volume outside of the central core.
When P indicates the production rate in the particle rod,

Pp = vEfi (Di nb2 + ic(1)2,,.,vEf21Q(b,ra) .

The loss in UO2 is then

Lp UO2 = EUal (1)17tb2 TCO2,...,Ea2In(b,ra) .

To calculate the neutron absorption rate due to gadolinia,
particle absorption terms must be included in addition to the
neutron absorption of the uniform gadolinia core:

ru

1-p Gd = nraCgpaWali cp +f Np41 Oleo d V
a

ri,

+27traj(ra)+.1 nri 2
NpcD2,c.,Q(ri,ra)dV .

ra

(3.49)

(3.50)

(3.51)

To determine the total particle absorption rate, the volume-
averaged absorption rate of the particles is obtained and multiplied
by the number of particles present. Recall that particles exist in
diminishing sizes as their radial position becomes further from the
central core. Then,

ru

Lp Gd thermal = ner132,00Np1 ri2S2(r,ra)27cr'dri
a

ri,

= 2n202,_Npa2 e25-2(ri,ra)ridr .

ra (3.52)
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For fast neutron absorption of the particle, first consider the

macroscopic cross section. Since Eli = NGdagal the number density
NGd must be determined. NGd can be expressed as Cgpm(OVGd particle. In

reality, NGd is the number of Gd atoms in a particle. Since the

gadolinia density of a particle is independent of position,
4 3

Eat =
3
7n1 (r9Cgpmpe-tagai

Hence, gadolinia loss due to fast flux becomes

NpI21 Olelid V=
4

icNpa
3
Cgpmpe-'`fra

u

c2nrdri
a

ru8 2 3
= N a C

g
pmpe-tc E3 d r' .

a3 P (3.53)

Using 7c2a2Np = 3FH, from eqs. (3.50), (3.51), (3.52) and (3.53), the
loss term becomes

u 2 2rLp = a2 (b, )+Zai y b + --Ta [1-FG (H , ra)] i-dy oliCgpa(t)

+
6FH fru 2

E 5/(r',ra)rdr+8FH aC p (t)y O e3ricIrg m ga
ra ra

(3.54)

Once again, the above integration is complicated since e is a

function of position. The integration solution must be performed
numerically. At this point, the production and loss rates for the
particle rod are normalized by eq. (3.46) as follows:

Pp norm ---=
1

V1-f21Q (,) + vZfi
b2 (3.55)



and

Lp norm = EUa210 (b, ra)

6 F
CgPa(t)

b2 [1FG(H,ra)]

2 2
P '

)/b +R

/b2 .
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(3.56)

(3.57)

(3.58)

_2ra
+

TC

H frue20(r,ra)rdr+

8 F H

ra

e3rdr}/b2
ra

2
+ZaUi b

1'0Kra)ridt-'

+ aCgpm(t)y aga f

Eq.(3.56) can then be rewritten as
2ra )1

b
2

(ago Cgpa(OraLp (1aunorm = 21c2(b,ra)+-7---t +7

where

H6Fr
R FG(H,ra)[= 2ra +

P TE
n

8FH
+ 7---r aCgpm(t)y csgaif

62
ra

ru

e3rdri
ra -

By comparing eq. (3.57) with the uniform rod absorption rate
provided in eq. (3.47), it may be determined that the difference Rp is
due to particles. The first negative term is due to the particle
shielding effect and the remaining terms are the particle thermal
and fast neutron absorptions.

The above results are applied to the reactivity model for the
prediction of an approximate value of k for the bundle with a
particle rod. The difference in the predicted values of k for equal
burn times is entirely due to the presence of the particles. This

must be the case since each bundle has been modeled to contain the

same gadolinia mass. The task which remains is to calculate the
depletion characteristics of the particles that remain after the
central core has burned away in the particle rod.
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3.5 Time Expansion

After the central core is depleted, no central core shielding
effect exists and the thermal flux is equal to the total flux. For a
particle, the thermal neutron absorption rate becomes

-Cgpm(047tri 261
,

t

= -4Cgpro(t)e-t chi
,

d t

and

431)2,coetdt = -4Cgpmodi (3.59)

If io=e0a, then 701 is the radius of a particle at r' when the
central core disappears. If to is the time required for the burn out
of the central core, and tit (r'), following to, is the additional time
required for a particle at r' to burn away,

to +t,
c132,c.etdt = -4cgprnofi dil

ft. 0

and

rt r
4Cgpmoaeo(r') .

For further investigation of eo, from the previous derivation
E = 1-HPk(r',r)

and

(3.60)

e
2

Stiff 1--7c)r1
etc)(eCT-1)

Pk(r',0) =
D n(CD(b-r)+1)

where i is the burn-time and T0 is the uncover-time of Gd particles,
respectively

nr CD(b-r)+1 1

cD(b---r)+1



and

0 = -1 InKD(br')+1] .

When r = 0, the particle burn-time i becomes

= In
1 [ cDb+1

cD(br)+1]

Using ti and To, Pk(r',0) becomes

Pk(r',0) = r'(-1+11
2 7c

Hence, to return to co(r),

e0(r1) r=0 = 1HPk(r',0) = 1H(-7c+2
2n

r' ,

and from eq.(3.21),

Therefore,

nPao
H

4aPmo

o r (n+2
J 1

(n+2)rIpao
Eo(r

n Pa). 1 .
4apmo 2it 8apmo
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(3.61)

(3.21)

(3.62)

If ruo is the outer limit at which particles may exist when the
radius of the central core goes to zero, then ruo satisfies E(ruo). 0.
To solve for rut:,

8apmo
r,-,

(2-1-7t)pao (3.63)

The relationship between ti (11 and E0(11 may then be found. The time

required to burn a particle of the radius u0 = E0(r')a can be obtained

from eq. (3.60):
1

tt = -Fln[1 + 4Cgpmoaeo(r)a,
2

.,00 (3.64)
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The maximum time, tmax, which a particle can burn is for co(r)=1 or

r'=.0 and

tmax = --,In[ + 4Cgprnoa e-to] .

To check this derivation, adopt limits such that 0, then,
1I m tmax = lim In[1 + 4C pmoa-S----e-"]

c-4o c4o g cb2,.

= lim 1[4C Pm0a
C-40

g7D---2,.

4CgPmoa

(3.65)

which is in agreement, tmax, of the one energy group model. The
limit on ru when is less than xi-flax must be known. From eq. (3.59)

= ,,-,.,gpmoL dii
ect, (ect_

=4Cgpm0(110-11)

Then, let TI=EiTio(r), and
etc,

1) = 4Cgpmoae0(1-e1) .

Solve for E1(r'),

02,-egt°(1)ei(r) = 1
4CgpmoaeoC

and to find ru, set e1(r)=0, i.e., E1(ru)=0, and it follows that

4Cgpmoaeo(rug=c1)2,_eto(eCT-1)

and

2,,eto(eCt-1)
co(ru)-

4Cgpmoac

(3.66)

(3.67)



However, when using eq. (3.63), Eo(rI) becomes
r'pao(n+2) r'

eo(r1) 1 1

8apmo ruo

or,

eo(ru). 1
ru

ruo

From eqs. (3.67) and (3.69)
/

02...e"(eCt-1)1
ru = ruo 1

\ 4Cgprnoac

is derived. Note that
1

Imax = I n[ 1 + 4Cgpmoa etol

Then, taking the exponent,
4CgpmoaC

02,..e't°

Therefore,

[
jr--1

ru = ruo 1

For small , eCt--1 = Ct. Therefore ru reduces to

ru = ruo(1 ), for small C.
Imax

This result is in agreement with the one-group model.

The production and loss of neutrons is then incorporated. The

loss of neutrons can now occur only in UO2 and in the gadolinia
particles. For UO2,

36

(3.68)

(3.69)

(3.70)

(3.71)

b

S(E +Eu 02 )2'dral (r,
1 a2 , Tcr = nb2(Eal CD1+4243.2,) (3.72)



The loss in the particle is found in the same manner as described
above:

ru

J.0 (Ega1 (D1Np+Tcri202,_Np)27crdr
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(3.73)

Both ri and Eli are functions of r'. For thermal neutron absorption,

so
ruICri202,,,Np2nr'dr'= 27E2Np(1)24

u

Trr'dr'

\ 2
27? N pa202,. (eigo) rdr'. (3.74)

For fast neutrons, the macroscopic cross sections are once again
considered. Since

Eat =
3

3
(r)Cgpmoe Gag l

the second part of eq. (3.73) becomes
r r

fou
Npg1 0101270'dr' = f u

Np-
4

7C113 Cgpmoe-Ct(2nrcir
o 3

= 7U2NpCgpmoea3f-Q (E0E1)3ricir
3

(3.75)

Using it2 a2Np = 3FH, the combined loss from eqs.(3.72), (3.74) and
(3.75) is

ru

L=nb2(Eual01-FEua202,-) + 6FH (e061)2rdr

u

+ 8FFICgpnioae-cjo (e0e1)3rdr .

Neutron production in UO2 is then found by

fo
(vEf1d)1+vEf202,00)27trdr (vEf1c1:)1+vEf202,,,,)nb2

(3.76)

(3.77)
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and the normalized production and loss rate for the particle rod
after the core has vanished are

v
Lnorm =72a1+1v-au2±-f

8FH

6FH
rut

kcoel)
nb2 °

0 e

2rdr'

ru

r r( eoei )3 'd ' (3.78)+
irb2

and

P norm = Y v/fi + vEf2 . (3.79)

3.6 Assembly Criticality

To calculate the particle effect on the multiplication factor k,
a separate production and loss model is used. Since the criticality k
is defined as

k
total number of neutrons produced
total number of neutrons absorbed

first consider the production term. Since there are eight driving
fuels and one gadolinia poison rod as shown in Fig. 3.6, the number of
neutrons produced is

driverCD1+VIf2 driver02,-) + Production due to Gd rod .

Similarly, the number of neutrons absorbed is

8(1a2 driver(D2,-+Ial drivercp1) + Loss due to Gd rod .

Since the reactor is approximately critical without the gadolinia
poisoned rod, it may be assumed that the number of neutrons

produced in a driving fuel is same as the number of neutrons
absorbed in the same fuel. Therefore,

driver(p1+Ia2 driver(D2,- VIM driver(pl+VIf2 driver02,.



Dividing both the numerator and the denominator by

8(VIf1 driver01+VEf2 driver02,.)

the desired equation for criticality k is

1+
Production

k= 8(y VLf1 driver+VEf2 driver)

1 +
Loss

39

8(y vEfl driver+VEf2 driver)

Therefore, for each case with particles and without particles, ku and
k respectively, can be calculated. The particle effect on the
reactivity is therefore

(kA-ku)x1000 (mk).

0 0 a-

0 0 0

driver fuel

gadolinia poison rod

Fig. 3.6 Driving Fuels And A Gadolinia Rod
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4. Gadolinia Particle Model - Slope Density

4.1 isotope Mass Distribution

In the previous chapter, the gadolinia density in the particle
was assumed to be constant. In this chapter, as indicated in Fig. 4.1,
the density is assumed to be linear with a slope, S, and density
distributions for times t=0 and t =t. The initial center density is
Pactual and the initial center density above the initial uniform
background density is pm°, where the initial uniform background
density is puo. The relation among three densities are as follows:

Pmo = Pactual Puo (4.1)
If a is the particle radius, then the density slope S becomes

PmoS=

uo

IMMID WRIO

a (4.2)

mo

a

t =0

tat

n

Fig. 4.1 Gadolinia Density Distribution In A Slope Density Particle.
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Similar to the constant density model, the fast neutrons in the
slope density model reduce particle density exponentially. Before a

particle is exposed to the thermal neutrons, particle density may be
written as:

pp(t,i) = pp(00-1)e-t .

If a particle is uncovered at time to, then the number of thermal
neutrons absorbed at the surface of the particle can be related to
the particle volume reduction rate:

Cgpp(t,11)47m2 di = -nri202(t,r')
dr

(4.3)

or,

4Cgpp(0,1-1)e-t--d
dt

= -02(tf) .2-1

(4.4)
Once again, "C is the particle burn time by the thermal neutrons. The

initial particle density distribution using slope may be described as
pp(001) = S(a-ri) . (4.5)

Applying eq. (4.5) to eq. (4.4), this becomes

-4CgS(a-ti)di = c1)2(tf)etclt ,

where 02(0') is the effective thermal at location r' at time t. Since

= tto, dt = dt., integrate from t = to to t = t as follows:

-f 4CgS(a-ri)di =1 (1)2(r,r)ercit' .

a 0

Using ri = a ,

Since

_e,22CgSa2 ) =

02(t,r') = 02,0Q(r',r(f))

2CgSa2(1-e)2 =

(1)2(t'f)et'dt'
0

°of

,

S2(r',r)et
0

t'

(4.6)

(4.7)



The right side of eq. (4.7) was solved in Section 3.2.2. From this
result,

2C Sa2(1c)2=c132, - DPk ( r'
,
r)

may be written. Then, solving for e,

= 1-
(112,..,DPk(rl,r)

£

2CgSa2

Applying that D = Cgpao/J eq. (4.9) can be written as

TC paoPk(r',r)c = 1

If H is then defined as,

2Sa2

ThPao ThPaoH= = ,

2Sa2 2Pmoa

the equation of motion of the particle radius is

e(r1). 1 4HPk(r,r) .
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(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)
In eq. (4.10), note that H is twice as large as previously defined
model, eq. (3.21). From eq. (4.11), the outer limit, ru, outside which
particles cannot exist, can be obtained. By definition, e(ru) = 0.
Therefore, from eq. (4.11),

Pk(r',r) = 1 .

H

4.2 Incident Thermal Neutron Current Reduction Due To
Particles

(4.12)

Eq. (3.33) is the general equation for the expression of reduced
current, j(r), which may be rewritten as follows to reflect the
particle density examined in this section:

j(r) = J[1nNpf
ru

r12 r:1 sin-1 -r dr'
r r' _

(3.33)
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However, the use of different particle density models results in
different particle number densities, and the particle number density,
N

P' for the slope density model must be recalculated. Since the

particle number density is the total number of particles per unit
volume, the total number of particles in a rod is first calculated.
Then, the total number of particles in a rod becomes

F MGd
N=

MP

where F is the fraction of gadolinia in particle form, MGd is the
initial mass of gadolinia, and Mp is the initial mass of a particle.
The particle number density, Np, is therefore

N F Mcid
No = =

Vrod MpVrod

Since

Mai
Pao

v rod

The particle number density becomes

N
F Pao

P

To determine the M
P'

the mass of the volume dV must be considered.
When

(4.13)

and

dV = 41ti2drl

dMp = pp(0,i)dV = S(a-11)47cri2dri ,

pa7C

M -
P 3

4

Therefore, the particle number density Np becomes

N =
3Fpao

TcSa
4 (4.14)



And from eq. (4.14), j(r) for the slope density particle becomes

3FPa-ru r . _1 r(j(r) = J 1
oi

Ti2(r') sin dr'
Sa4 r r i r',/

Then if ri(r).--ae(r), and from eq. (4.10) H is applied,
i

ru[
=

6FH ce2() r sin-1 2 dr'
( ,. r -N

Jr r i o.'J

Now, define g(H,r) as:

g(H,r).

and it follows that

6H ru E2(r)( r sin
r r

j(r) = J[1-Fg(H,r)]

(r`
dr'
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Now that the equations developed for the current at r
encompass the particle shielding effect, the equation of motion of
the central gadolinia core can be obtained. From the general form of

the equation of motion shown in eq. (3.23), the equation of motion
for the core with particles becomes

d r = [1 Fg(H,r)] .

d t Cgpu(t)

For the core without particles, eq. (3.39) must be rewritten as
follows:

(4.17)

d c
[1 . (3.39)d Cgpu(t)

From eqs. (4.17) and (3.39), as written, it can be observed that the

particle shielding effect is included in the function g(H,r).
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4.3 Production and Loss Events

Given that neutron production and loss events for the uniform
core were considered in Chapters 3 and 4, only the particle rods are
considered in this section. Production or loss events may be
determined only after consideration of the UO2 density distribution.

4.3.1 UO2 Density Distribution Inside A Particle.

For purposes of simplification, the following assumptions
apply to particle production and loss events:

uo

1) UO2 and gadolinia are at uniform densities when the particle is
at full radius; and

2) UO2 density decreases linearly with decreasing particle radius
while gadolinia density increases linearly with decreasing
particle radius.

.111. =6.

MO

n >na a

Fig. 4.2 Gadolinia And UO2 Density In A Particle
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These assumptions are graphed in Fig. 4.2. The point of origin for

Figs. 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) is centered on the particle midpoint,with
gadolinia density in the particle shown in Fig. 4.2(a) and UO2 density

in the particle shown in Fig. 4.2(b). Uniform background is indicated

as u and m indicates the maximum gadolinia density and the
minimum UO2 density. The initial value is designated as o. The UO2

density of a particle at location h, gp(h), is

gp(n)= gm-(gm-gu) (4.18)

I f

qs = -(gm-gdia (4.19)

the UO2 density slope, qa, is positive while the gadolinia density

slope, S, is negative. The UO2 mass of a particle using gp01) can then

be calculated as

and

Therefore,

dM = gp(n)dV ,

dM = (grn-q0)47rred11

47r[ 3 3 41M = gma a
3

=
3
[4gma 3-3gma3+3gua3]

.

n
MUO2 p = 3-a

3
(gm+3gu) (4.20)

which is the mass of UO2 in a particle of full radius.
Since ga, or the average UO2 density is known, the relationship

between ga and gu must be established. By definition,

ga = (total mass of UO2) /Vrod

and

total mass of UO2 = M(UO2 in particles)+M(UO2 in background) .



The mass not within the particles is given by
m = gux(volume not including particles) ,

and the volume of the rod minus the particle volume is

Vrod N±na3= Vrod 1N
4

Tha3
3 P3

Therefore,
ga= [M(Background UO2)+M(Particle UO2)1/Vrod

ica3.4-Nica3(1gm+uj]/Vrod= [guVrod(1Np13
3

(1
= gu(1N 4

/3\-i-Npna
3

gm+go)

When

is defined, applying

V then becomes

Vp 31 N
P
na3

N-nr 33
Ica pm°

3Fpao

PaoF
vP

Pmo

Therefore, ga can be simplified by the application of Vp as
ga = gu(1-4Vp)+Vp(gm+3gu) ,

and finally,

gagmVp
gu 1VP

47

(4.21)

(4.22)
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4.3.2 Neutron Production

Neutrons can be produced by both thermal and fast neutrons.

Fast flux neutron production in a slice of unit thickness of the rod is

Pi =.1vEflOidV = Tcb2vEf1cDi

The production due to thermal neutrons is more complicated since
the UO2 within particles is shielded by gadolinia. Because there is
no neutron production by thermal neutrons inside the central core,
neutron production can occur only in the uncovered region:

P2 = f vEf202(t,r)dVPsub
ra

It follows that

and

b

= 2nVZf202,.1 il(r,ra)rdrPsub
ra

b

= 2f 0(rf,ra)ridri
ra

P2 = IrvIf202,0°10(b,ra)Psub

where Psub is the neutron production within particles so long as UO2
is not shielded. To calculate Psub, consider a particle mass with a
radius of

M = fig(047c112dii = fil(gm+q01)47ciii2dTii = 4ngmr13-1-7tqsn4 .

3

If ae is substituted for i, then
(

M = na
3 4gme3

+aqse4)
.

3

I f

4 gm

3
=

(4.23)



and

acis gugm
C2 =

ga ga

are defined, then

M = ica3ga(c1e3+c2e4) ,

and the total UO2 mass shielded in particles is

Qu=5NpMdV

ru

= N na3a (c e3+c e4)27cr'clr .

ra
p 1 2

Therefore,

QUfenNav
Psub vaf202(t,r1) ,

M.W.(UO2)

where fen is the enrichment:
ru

3 fenNav
Psub = Npna ga

m.w. (uo2)
vaf202(t,r1)(cie3+c2e4)27Erdri .

ra

Note that

and

ru

Navfen

Na ga M.W.(UO2)

NaV6f2 = VE12 ,

Psub = Npna3
vEf2cD2,colcl(b,ra)(cie 3

+C2E
4 )27crdri .

a

Therefore the total neutron production is

P = nb2vIwzro1 + nvEf202,.10(b, ra)Psub
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(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)
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4.3.3 Neutron Absorption

With the rate of neutron production established, neutron

absorption into UO2 and gadolinia can be determined. First, neutron

absorption into UO2 can be easily obtained by the replacement of

neutron production cross sections with neutron absorption cross
sections in eqs. (4.27) and (4.28). Hence, the total neutron
absorption in UO2 is

where
AU02 7rb2c-Ua1 43.1+1tEa24)2,..10,(b, ra)ASUb

ru

Asub = Npna3E 1-2( )(
a2 2,---,r,raciE3+c2E4)27crdri .

ra

For gadolinia present in both the central core and in the
uncovered particles, the central core is first considered:

Auniform = 27Craj(ra)+7CliCg past,(11

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.31)

Note that the average gadolinia density is used for the second term.
This is because the total Gd203 mass is important to fast neutron
absorption. Neutron absorptions due to the uncovered particles are
then

f
ru

Apart = (r)(131dV+1 Itri202,,,,,n(r1,ra)NpdV
ra ra

(4.32)

Since the particle radius is dependent on r', Zgai is a function of r'.
Given that gadolinia density differs within a particle, consider a
particle at r':

where

Zga1(111)(D1 = N(111)01101

WO= Cgpp(0,711)e-t .
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Therefore,

(1')(131 = CgS(a-rige-1

and the fast neutron absorption rate due to a particle at r' becomes
ri (r') ri (r)

Eg (TOO dV Cal 1 I
0

r a 3 1
= 4ThSC4e--t 1-1-(r)- 11 4 ( r' )

3 4 I
Based upon this result, consider the absorption rate of fast neutrons:

( 4

A = 4nSC 2-n3-11 N,27Erdr
P1 r g \a 3 4 r

= 82N
P
SC e---tf

Then when = ac ,

ct_Apt = 87u2NpSCgCe-

Next, consider the thermal
ru

Ape = Tr1202,000(r',
ra

= 22N p02,,,a2f

Therefore,

Apartr-Ipart
"m

W-1' a2

+ 87r2NpS Cgce-

Hence, the total absorption rate become

Aa = 27traj(ra)+nriCgcpa(t)+Apart+icb2zgai

ru

4fru
a

ra

neutron

ra)2Tcr'dr

ru

c2(r)S2(r,ra)rdr
a

e2S-2(rra)rdr
ra

t 4a

ol+TczUa2

(
a 3

E
3(

absorption

ru 3(1
e

ra

4\
1 r'dr' .

rid . (4.33)

rate:

. (4.34)

r'dr' . (4.35)

In(b,ra)Asub . (4.36)

4

1 E
3 4

1 E

4

g0



Then, when production and loss are normalized to Ro = nb202,_

normalized production becomes

P norm = Y vEf1 + vEt21f2(b,ra)/b2

2
ru

Nona3 VEt2f f2(ri,ra)(cie3+c2c4 )r Idr I ,

b2 r a

and normalized loss is

52

(4.37)

ru
2 2

Lnorm = 7 Eijai+Eua210(b,ra)/b Nona3Eua2f OW, ra)(Ci 63+C2E4)ridri
b2 ra

1 2
(2TC raj(ra)+TC raCg Pa(t)+Apart)

Tcb202,

However, since

and

j(r) = J[1-Fg(H,ra)] =
(1)2,0

[1 Fg(H,ra)]

\2

Lnorm = Y Euai + EU21f2 (b , ra)/b2 + C -aiD Pa(t)

+ 87EN
P
SC

g
ye-i

( r
a4 u 3( 1 E

0)2 ra 3 4

2ra
+ (1-Fg) + 27rNo

nb2

2 ru

a) e2c2(ri,ra)r'dri
b ra

2
ru

N rca3
X,

U2S S2(r',ra)(ci E3+c2e4 Ydri ,

b2 P a (4.38)ra

and from eqs. (4.10) and (4.14)

the result is

N na2 =
6FH

IC

P norm = Y VEf1 + VEf21Q(b,ra)/b2 15sub (4.39)



where

r sub =
12FHa ru

vEf2fn(ri,ra)(Ci E
3

+C2E
4 )rdr' ,

nb2

and

Lnorm = Y Iai+Itja210(b, ra)/102Asub+
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(4.40)

2ra
(1Fg)+ra2Cgy621Poet

+
12HF ru

e
2 El(r,ra)rdr+12H-7c F 2

a SC ye
ru ( A

e
3 9r e r'dr' /b2 ,

\

ra fr

where

Then, define

12FH ru

Asub= aEau 21 fl(r,ra)(cie3+c2e4)r'dr' .

itb2 ra

(
2raF 12FHu

Rp = Asub+ g(H,ra)+ e2S-2(rra)rdr
TC Jr ra

H12F
a

2
SC ye e

3( 4--e)rdr /b 2

TE
ra 3

(4.41)

and

2a u t)/b2, (4.42)Lnorm ----+1a21S2(b,ra) /b2 +v(Y h+rea9n
I - a2 rao- "P\ IT

Once again, Rp is the particle effect in the neutron absorption rate.
Applying eqs. (4.39) and (4.42) the criticality of the particle rod can
be calculated and compared with that of the uniform gadolinia rod.
In the following section, particle burning and criticality effect after
the central core has vanished are considered.



4.4 Time Expansion

Once the central core has been burned, gadolinia is present
only in the particles. Similar to the method described in Section
4.1, the thermal neutron absorption rate of the particle can be
calculated by considering

Cgpo(t,r))47tri2
d

= -nri 2CD2,,J2(r,r) .

Since the central core shielding, 0(r1,0)=1 , no longer exists,

4CgS(a-11)dri =-02,coetdt .

If ti(r) is the time required to burn the particle at r' after the

central core has vanished, T100 is the particle radius at r' when the
core disappears. Eq. (4.43) is then integrated, from t=to to to + ti.

0 to +

4CgS(a-ri)di = (1)2,_f etd t
Tio
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(4.43)

and

2C (gS2 aT1o o2) = et°(eCt1-1).

Then solving for 'r1,

tit 2\ -cto= -71n[11-2cgs(2ano-710)47:e
,

Defining

and applying = y 02,-01,
e0 as follows:

rlo = a eo , (4.44)

determine the relationship between t1 and

= n[1+2C9S(2ario-rig)saf. .

JJ

To investigate eo, which is eq. (4.11), e was found to be

E = 1- F..1.71jr,r) ,

(4.45)

(4.11)



when r = 0 . Then following the development in Section 3.5,

Hence,

and

Therefore

Pk(r',0) = + .

E°(r) I 1-4F1Pk(r',0)

1_\/Hrf 7E+2
27E

It Pao
H

2Sa2

55

(4.46)

If rim is the outer limit at which particles may exist when the
central core disappears, i.e., r' for which e(r) = 0 , from eq. (4.45):

To solve for ruo,

The maximum time,

ruoPao(n+2)
1 ,

4Sa2
for co(r) = 0 .

4Sa2
ruo

(It +2)Pao

Ti max , for a particle to burn is determined
when E (r') = 1 or r' = 0 . Then, from eq. (4.45),

T1 max = 1 [1 +2CgSa2agai C")]
(4.48)

For times which are less than T1 max , the limit of ru must be known.
From eq. (4.43),

Jito+T 1

(132,coetdt = 4C Si (a-1)dr'



and

0,00ecto(ecr_1\
) = 2CgSRa-Ti)2-(a-110)2]

Then, let

= e1T1001

and the right side of eq. (4.49) becomes

2CgS((a-e111o)2-(a-Tio)
2).

Eq. (4.49) can therefore be rewritten as

(a-e111o)2= cl)'-eto(et-1) +(a 110)
2CgS

and

eto(eCt-
E1lio= a

1)
+(a

X0)2

2CgScraiy

To determine ru, set el = 0 . Using Flo = a eo ,

1

2

and

a2= e"(eCt--1)+a2(1_60)2

2CgS0217

1 Eo =
egto(eCt---1)

2CgSa2Gga1y

Eq. (4.52) defines the magnitude of e0(r) at time t = to+ T , the

location of which will be the outer limit. To determine ru, consider
eq. (4.46):

56

(4.49)

(4.50)

(4.51)

(4.52)

(4.46)



Then eliminating Eo from two equations,

and

Paoru(n+2)

1

e(eCt--1)

4Sa2

4Sa2

2CgSa2(117

eto(eC`-1)
ru =

Puo(n+2) 2C Sa2cyg 'Nfg al

or

ru(t) = ruo
eto(eCt--1)

1

2C Sa2ogg al

For r<ru(r), the particle radius ri(r) is calculated, and from
eq. (4.51),

El

a

110 lo
et° (eCr--1)+a2(1Eo)2

2CgS0-gal

Since 1 = a co(r) ,

E1 =

where

1 1

{CO (r) Eo(r) 2cgSa24Y

eIto
(et-1 )+(1 E0

1

eo(r)
eto

1 (eT-1 ) +(1 c
2C Sa2o.g yg al

eo(r)=

57

(4.53)

Neutron production and loss events can then be incorporated.

Since there is no central gadolinia core, neutrons are produced

throughout the rod, other than from within the gadolinia particles.
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If there are no particles, then production will be

Pu = 7Cb2(vEf1cr'1 -i-vEf2(132-) (4.54)
To subtract neutron production occurring within particles in which
the UO2 is shielded by gadolinia, the shielded mass of UO2 in the
particles, from Section 4.3.2 is:

4M = irgmri 3
+itqsri

4

3

= Ra3ga
-1

4gmeo
3

3
E+

/ el
ti--

,
m

EE
4 4

3ga ) ga )

Then, define

Di(r1)-

and

4gme`o/(r')

3ga
(4.55)

D2(r') = (gu-gm)4(r')
. (4.56)

ga

Where D1 and D2 are applied, the shielded UO2 mass becomes

Msh UO2 = Ita3gao(D1(r')4+D2(r')4) . (4.57)

Hence, the total UO2 mass shielded per unit length is
arc ru

Jo Jo

or

Note that

N na3g (D 63+D 64)rdrIdOp a 1 21

rII

Psub = 27c02,0oVEf2Np7Ce 3 i (Di4+D24)rdr .

2N
P IC
na

3
=

12FHa

Based upon this notation,

12FHa Sr
sub = 7c02,v/f2 it (D1E13-ED2E4)r'dr'

(4.58)
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and normalizing by Ro=n02o0b2,

sub
12FHa

.1
ru(Die?+D24)rdr'

, (4.59)
rcb2

vEf2

the normalized production per unit length is

Pp y vEfi + vEf2 I5sub (4.60)

For the loss rate, since gadolinia exists only within the
particles,

Lp ZUal + ILja2 Asub + 1--Gd (4.61)

where Asub can again be obtained by replacing vEf by Eua, and Lai is

the normalized loss due to gadolinia, it follows that

12FHa ru 3 4
Asub zu2 (Dici+D2E1 )r'clr' . (4.62)

Tcb2
afo

The loss due to gadolinia can be obtained from eq. (4.35) by letting
ra=0 , then:

ru /1
A part 272N p a2i E2rdr+8T2N

P
SC eta4 f E3

4)
r'dr' . (4.63)

Since e= &leo , t=to+t , and 27uNpa
3 12FHa

= eq. (4.63) becomes
TC

Apart

Then, define

12FHa7 2 22,
o

eleor

e-Vto-f`c)
Jo

co(r)

dr

ru

f
3 3

61E0

\ 3

4 4
E1 60 r'dr' . (4.64)

(4.65)

a Jo

12FHa
4ThSC

Do(r)=

4

,

a
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and normalize eq. (4.64) to 1:10=n02,0c,b2, from which it follows that

12FHa ru ( 9393

-1)

4 4

ele°Do(r')e + 4aSCgy crgai e-°.+1) r'dr' . (4.66)Lid
itb2 f° 3 4 I

Then, again define

Rip= Asub+1--Gd (4.67)

in which R 1 p is once again the particle effect of the neutron loss
rate. Then, applying R1p,

v
1-p = )14,

U
al +/v-Ua2-r"lp (4.68)

Normalized production and loss rates are thus determined. Based

upon this information, the difference between the criticalities of

the uniform rod and the particle rod can be calculated.
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5. Transparency Effect Of Thermal Neutrons

As the end of the gadolinia rod burnup cycle is approached, the

decreased gadolinia densities and the sizes of both the central core
and the particles allows greater neutron penetration of the central
core and the particles. Therefore, to realistically calculate the
reactivity effect at the end of the burnup, the transparency effect
must be considered. For this reason, collision probabilities for both
the cylindrical central core and the spherical particles are
introduced.

5.1 Transparency Model For The Uniform Core

5.1.1 Burnup of the Central Core

For the fast neutron flux, the transparency effect is implicit,

whereas for thermal neutrons, the assumption blackness gives
dro

d t Cgpa(t) (5.1)

For transparency, the effective current is reduced by the factor of
the collision probability of the cylindrical central core. If the
collision probability of the infinite cylinder is Poyi(t), and the
burnable poisoned rod is assumed to be an infinite cylinder, the
escape probability for an infinite cylinder can be used to calculate
Pcyi(t). Case17 obtained and tabulated the escape probability Po as a

function of (a/t), where a is the radius of the cylinder and t is the
mean free path. The exact form of the escape probability is:



P°
2 a{ ,(_a (1)1 (1\+K0(V 10()-1)o 37 4 tr`l\i 1

7' 1

K0 11

(a`
+Ki t

(a)

/()
(a)
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(5.2)

where Ko, lo, K1, and 11 are modified Bessel functions. The collision
probability is then

Poyi = 1 Po

Because of the complexity of the modified Bessel functions, it is not
convenient to use the exact form for calculations. However, for very
small and very large radii, Case17 has obtained approximations for
the exact form. For the intermediate range (a/t), a second order
approximation has been obtained using the least square method. The

results are as follows.
1) For the small radii, (a/t) < 0.3 ,

2
4 ( a 1_1(..a (2a \ 1(a12(5

7. 2P0= 1-1, 2(t) k 4+()
where y = Euler's Constant = 0.577216...;

2) For 0.3 5_ a/t < 1.0 ,

\2 I
Pc app = -0.3185617 ( a +0.8479803 a +0.0582646 ,

3) For a/t 1.0 ,

P°

0.5 3 (a)
° a/R. 32 1

-3

Once the central core radius and density of gadolinia is known,
Poyi(t) can be calculated based upon the above approximations. The

equation of motion for the central core with transparency can be
written as



Then, applying

drc
Pi(t) .

dt Cgpa(t)

drc

D
Cgpao

DetPcyl(t) .

d t

Because of the complexity of Pcyl(t), it is impossible to calculate r0
analytically. Assuming that Pcyi(t) is constant over short periods of
time, eq. (5.2) can be solved numerically.
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(5.2)

5.1.2 Production and Loss of Neutrons

It is assumed that the neutrons which penetrate the central
core can escape the system without interactions, then the
transparency effect will not change the production rate of neutrons
with constant density gadolinia particles. Therefore, normalized
production is

Pu norm = y vEfo-vEf210(bjc)/b2 . (5.3)

The loss of fast neutrons does not change, but the loss of thermal
neutrons is changed by the introduction of the gadolinia
transparency effect.

(
Lu norm = vu 2in(u,ro)+-2c P

c Yl(t) b2+7 (Cgagl Pa(t)r2 +EL b2)M2 (5.4)
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5.2 Constant Density Particle Transparency Model

5.2.1 Particle Burnup with Transparency

Gadolinia density within a particle is

pp(t,11)= Pp(0,11)e-fit .pmcet ,

whereas gadolinia density without particle transparency is

Cgpp(t,i)47a12-- 11 -d = --7m2(1)2,j1(r,r) .

t

With particle transparency, the interaction rate must be decreased
by the collision probability, Pc(01). Then the equation of motion
becomes

4CgpmodTl =-4)2,,,,,O(ri,r)etPc(t,11)dt . (5.5)

To integrate eq. (5.5), Pc(t,i) must be expressed in suitable form.
The exact form provided by Case17 is:

2 -
Po 3 [2(2) 142a e-1+ 2a/t

8(a/R.)
3 k

where a is the radius of a sphere. Since a and k are both time-
dependent, a more simple form is required for analytical integration.
For Pc(t,11), thus may be expressed as

4 ,
Pc = 1e-Tril'a2`" , (5.6)

where 4i/3 is the average chord length of a sphere of radius
Since the absorption of neutrons is the area of interest in this
study, an absorption cross section is used in place of a total cross
section. Using rational approximation, eq. (5.6) can then be further
simplified as

ci
Po 1 +cri (5.7)
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where

c = 3 Ia2(t)

For a gadolinia particle,

c - 3 Eace (5.8)

where
ox

/ao = NO022+NOxa:2

and Nit; is the initial number density of element x. Applying eq. (5.8)

to eq. (5.7), the collision probability becomes

3
lace 1

Pc
4 __;t (5.9)

1+-
3

/ace 1

Since the magnitude of Eao is about 103cm-1 and Ti is between 0 and

500 lam, the magnitude of /aorl is between 0 and 50. The magnitude

of is about 3x10-8 sec-1 based upon cr21 - 100 barns and c13.1 = 3x1014

neutrons/cm2-sec. Since one day is about 105 sec, the magnitude of
becomes = 3 x 10-3 D, where D is expressed in days. For small

t and large 1, the fast flux effect on gadolinia density can be
ignored. Therefore, Pc becomes

4lag]
Pc

1+4 Zaoi
3

(5.10)

If t becomes large, the difference between eqs. (5.9) and (5.10) will

increase, but for a large 1, (4/3)Eaoll is still bigger than e"', and the
difference is negligible. The overall effect of smaller particles on
shielding the central core and reactivity is smaller than that of the
larger particles closer to the central core. Therefore, eq. (5.10) can
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be used in place of eq. (5.9). When the central core vanishes, the

gadolinia particle becomes the most important reactivity element.
To reduce the error caused by ignoring the fast flux effect after the

central core has vanishes, e- Ito is multiplied by the initial gadolinia
density in the particle and then Eao is recalculated. In time, the

remaining particles become progressively smaller and their
reactivity effect also diminishes. Therefore, eq. (5.10) can used for
the collision probability, in which case eq. (5.5) becomes

1+-
3

Eaoll
4Cgpmo

4
o dii = -02,c0f2(r1,r)etdt .

3

Then assume that (4/3)Zao = c , and integrate the above equation

from t = to to t. It follows that
a(

4Cgpm0
1

dii = 02,0f S2(-1,r)etdt
c 0

Since the right side of this equation is

4Cgpmo
c

[-1 I n (!)-1-a-Ti
11

Then, if = a e ,

Since

then,

Moreover,

02,_DPk(r',r)

= 02,,,,oDPk(r,r) .

Pk(r',r) =
4 1

c
In

(- 1 \
+a(1-E)_

2(1),coD

C
D g

p

J

4Cemo 4Pmo

(13.2,..D It Pao

H = (npao)/(4pmoa) , Pk(r',r) becomes

Pk(rI,r) =
H ac
1[:1-14)+1-E1



or
e

= 1-HPk(r',r) .
ac
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(5.11)

From eq. (5.11), the particle size e at r' and the outer limit ru can be
found. Since the left-hand side of eq. (5.11) is monotonic, we can
use Newton's method to find e for fixed r' and r. To find the outer
limit, fix r and set e = (10-6/a) and solve for r' by half interval
search method.

5.2.2 Particle Shielding Effect on the Central Core with
Transparency

The transparency of the particles will increase the neutron
current impinging on the central core. Without transparency, the
reduced current, from eq.(3.36), is

j(r) = J 1-- 11 sin dr'
3FH.fru -1( r

\r'na 2 r r (3.36)

The transparency of the particles can then be incorporated in the
integral of eq. (3.36) as:

j(r) = J

and, when =ac,

j(r) = J

3FH frur 2r'
si. n

_1(r `dr'
11

na2Jr r r
7
)

1-3FH fru cae3 r' _ 1 r
sin )dr'

n j r

r r'

Then, define G(H,a,r) as

cae3
G(H,a,r)

r'
s i n 1

r

(

Lldr\ r') (5.12)
= fru(

r 1+cae

and the modified current becomes

j(r) = J[1-FG(H,a,r)] . (5.13)



5.2.3 Neutron Production and Loss

The rate of production does not change for the reason that
neutrons are produced only by uranium. Therefore, normalized
production is,

Pp norm = Y vIf1 +vEf210(b,r)/b2 .
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(5.14)

The loss of neutrons by UO2 remains the same, as does the loss of
fast neutrons by Gd atoms. Only the thermal neutrons are affected
by transparency. Therefore,

a bp norm = .-'a2)(b,r)+_:pcyl(t)+7 (Cgagaipa(Or 2 +E U 2)]/b2+RP

where

[ 6FH
ru

cae3
, , , ,

R --2 rFG(H,a,r)P, 1(0+.1. CIO. ,r)r a rP n
Y lc r 1+cae

8FH ru+ aC
g

p
m

(t)y aa1J E3ridr
r

5.2.4 Time Expansion

b2 .

(5.15)

(5.16)

For time expansion, the first step is to define the maximum
time required to deplete a particle at the center of the rod. This

may be found by solving the following equation:
2 21

C'1.1

m (t\A)-t fa) 2,0.701 (5.17)d t 1 +ctri

where c' = ce-t°. The factor c of the transparency effect is modified
at this time step in order to consider the fast flux effect upon
gadolinia density. Since the central core no longer exists, the Q-
function has disappeared. Integrating above equation from t = to to
to +tmax and from 11 = a to 10-6, where to is the time required to burn
the central core,



and

10-z to +

4CgPmo l+cri -- tdt
c'll 0

4CgPmo In1

c'

Then, solving for Tmax,

tmax =
1 ,

n

(
10 -6

a
+(1 0-6a)] = eto(eccmax -1)

.

4C,pC
11+ a 10-6 +Int

as
(1)2, e°

To determine the particle size at the instant the central core

vanishes, eq. (5.11) is applied with r set to zero:
In co

eo + 1- HPk(r',0) .

ac

Note that
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(5.19)

CT )'
eCto(et-1)

e
2

r)

Pk(r,0)- (5.20)icgD(b-r')+1)

and To is the uncovered time of the particle. If a particle is
separated from the rod center, To = In{CD(b-r') +1 } /C is applicable.

Since the above expression is derived without consideration of
transparency, the above expression can not be used if r' is near the

center of the particle rod because the transparency effect is greater
as the central core is reduced. Rather, to(r1) is calculated by storing
the corresponding central core radius for each time step, then
solving eq. (5.19) for eo.

To determine the outer limit beyond which all particles have
radii less than 10-2 gm (10-6 cm), co in eq. (5.19) is set to (10-6/a),
from which

(
6 In

10- a I
1 HPk(ru0,0) .

a ac

10-6

(5.21)



The particle size can then be determined. From eq. (5.17),

r 1 +ell to +

f 4Cgpmo = -02 cof etcl t
to

and

4C p ,

'

g m° In + c (T1-110)] =
2,

c
( -1)etc, .

When 11=E1110=e1E0a is applied, eq. (5.22) becomes
r, r t

=
4CricPrno [ 1

In
() + c'eoa(1-E1)1 ,

' C1

and when rearranged,

' et,p(e,r_i)c'eo(r)a(1 -61 In(E1) =
c

4Cgpmo

Eq.(5.23) can then be solved for el by the root finding method.
The time-dependent outer limit is determined by application of

the following equation:

Ti(ru) = (ru)eo(ru)a = 10-6 cm .
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(5.22)

(5.23)

Therefore,

1 06
El (ru) =

aeo(ru) (5.24)

When eq. (5.24) is inserted into eq. (5.23), the result is

Cf £0( ru )a 0-6 In
( 10-6 c' CD2

ect0(e -1) (5.25)\.aco(ru), 4Cgpmo

which can be solved for eo(ru) by Newton's root finding method. The

value of ru can then be obtained.

For consideration of neutron production and loss rates, given
that UO2 has been uncovered,

Pp norm = Y vIii+vEt2 (5.26)

With r = 0 and E=Eoci , eq. (5.15) can then be used to determine the
loss rate:

Lp norm = Ilja2 -y Rp (5.27)



where

R=

5.3 Slope

5.3.1 Particle

As

6FH fru c'aEgeT 8FH
(t)y

1
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(5.28)

(5.29)

r'dr'+ p agaif egeTr'dr'
n g mJO 1-1-ea£0£1 0

Density Particle Transparency Model

Burnup Equations

noted in Section 4.1, particle density is

pp(t,i)= S(a-n)e-Ct .

b`

To determine the particle burnup rate, the thermal neutron effect
which reduces the particle size must be considered with the
inclusion of the transparency effect. Since the Gd atom removal
rate is equal to the interaction rate,

Cgpp(t,11)47a12
d t

= -7n1202,,,,,,S2(rI,r)Pc(t,i) , (5.30)

where Pc(t,i) is the particle collision probability and, as calculated
for the constant density model, Pc is approximated as

Pc(t,11).-= 1+cii

Then, when eq. (5.29) and (5.31) are applied to eq. (5.30), the result

(5.31)

is

4Cg
1+cn

S(a-n)dii = 02,0.S2(r1,r )e tdt . (5.32)
crl

From this point, based upon the assumption that slope density

particle has the same transparency effect as a solid density particle
of average density,

C=
4

a+i311
3 (5.33)
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and because average density changes with the size of particle, a and
13 can be obtained from the macroscopic cross section of a particle.
The derivation is presented in Appendix D, the results of which are:

4Sa 2a aUa2 2Scsa°)2( 4scr2gm
a= 2Nava

L
3(362.5) a(270)(3) 362.5 a(270)(3)

and

2S6ga2 6Laj2(gu-gm) 3S6)2 2G2(gu-gm).
13 = Nav +

362.5 270 a 362.5 270 a

Eq. (5.32) is then integrated as

4Cg
Sri 1+cTIS(a-n)dri = ,

a CI1 0
(5.34)

where to is uncovered time of the particle. The right side of eq.
(5.34) has been calculated in Section 3.2.2. The result is

02,0.0.1 = 02,.DPk(r,r) ,
0

which is then applied to eq. (5.35), becoming:

and

a
4CgSfl1 +C11

(a=n)dil =
cri

ar 1 \
(1)2,0,,DPk(r1,r)= 4C9SS +1 (a-11)&1

a(
a 1

= 4CgSi
CT] c

When c = a + f3Ti is substituted,
a(

a 14C S + a =02,,DPk(ri,r) ,

g 1-1(a+13-n) a+1311

(5.35)

(5.36)

the result is

Oz. DPk(ri,r) = 2C9S{ a2-(2an-T12)+-2-c--In(71-)-2(1+3-)1n( ca*aa



Then, when v =a E

{ 2 2 1 ___2 _a i___O
(132,_DPk(r1,r) = 2CgSa2 1-2E+E-+-1 In

aa E a2 a 13 i

and, based upon

D =
CgN

-0 and H =
It Pao

J 2 Sae

becomes

HPk(r',r) = (1 -E)2
2 ( a

+\ a
1

13a2
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a+pa

al-pae if

In
al-13a 2 ,

in(e) . (5.37)
)

a+13aE as

Therefore, to calculate the outer limit, set E = 10-6/a and solve
eq. (5.37) for r'.

To determine central core motion without particle
transparency, from eqs. (4.15) and (4.16) j(r) is

j(r) 1_6FHir
r

ue9 ILlr')S i 1 (Ljdr' (5.38)
r'

With particle transparency, and therefore less particle shielding,
j(r) should be increased by reducing the shielding term as follows,

j(r) = J[1--6FH fru cad r, sin-1 rjdri
r 1 + cae r r'

Then, define

u cae3 r, rG(H,a,r) =
Jr 1 + caE r

sin 1(-)dr' ,

r'

and

(5.39)

(5.40)

j(r) = J[1-FG(H,a,r)] (5.41)

With the central core transparency effect, the effective current is
reduced by the collision probability Pcyi(t). The equation of motion
then becomes

dr j(r)
d t CgPu(t)

Pc
Y1(0 (5.42)
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which can be solved for the central core radius. Moreover, the

reduction of the thermal neutron absorption rate is implied by the
factor of Pcyl'

5.3.2. Neutron Production and Loss

Neutrons are produced by thermal and fast fissions. Fast

fissions occur throughout the rod while thermal fissions can occur
only in the uncovered region, with the subtraction of the particle
shielded region. However, transparency does not influence the

neutron production rate, and the result is identical to neutron
production without the transparency effect:

norm = y vEfi+vXf2In(b,r)/b2-15sub (4.39)

(4.40)

where

I5sub= vZf2
12FHafruS2(r,r)(cie3 +c2c4)r dr .

7cb
2

The neutron loss rate is related to absorption by fuel and
gadolinia. Since the transparency of the central core as well as of
the particles has been included, the result can be obtained by
multiplying the corresponding collision probabilities to the
appropriate places.

( 2 r
Lnorm Pc

However, from eqs. (4.41) and (4.42)

( r iba2 I b ) 2+7 (2a1b2-Fra2CAPaoe t)/b2-FRp

12H f ru
caE3F2rFG(H,a,r)Pcyl

SI(ri,r)ridr'

(5.43)

(5.44)

= i+Euy

where

Rp = --Asub+

12FH
a2SCgy e'r't'S ru

E-

1

ra

7E Jr 1+cae

14--e)ridri)b2
\ 3

+
7C



and

Asub az,Ja2
12FH vu S2(r,r) (c1c3 +c2c4)r'dr' .

icb2
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(5.45)

These equations are valid only when the central core exists. The

particle burn equation and the reaction rate equations can be derived
following the disappearance of the central core.

5.3.3 Time Expansion

Determination of the maximum time required to deplete a
particle at the rod center can be obtained from the basic balance
equation:

Cgpp(t,1)47c12-
1+c'Tid t

in which the central core has no shielding effect. Applying

pp(t,i) = S(a-i)e-t

and

4C S(a CD2,00etdt .

cii

These equations are then integrated as
10-6 to-n

4CgSI (a-ii) 1 \(+1 (13.2,c,of etdt ,

0

applying c' = a + pi where a and (3 are used with reduced Gd atom
density:

(5.46)

10
-6

4CgS1 (
CC+13111

+1 )di = CD2
t 1

° (e''
rt

Ina X 1 )

Then, since

a a (1 p

i(a+13i) a it a+13i



and

toeCtrnaxi 10_6)2 2(a+a13)
43'2,00e 2CgS (a- a+aR

In
a13

.a+10-613

2a
Ina

r a

.10-6

and solving for imax,

= In 1+2CgSy e-")01-1max r
r
(a-10-6)2
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2(a+a13)
In(

a+a13 2a In/ a
(5.47)af3

a+1 0-613/ a \ 10-6

After central core has vanished, the outer limit may be
determined as follows. First, integrate eq. (5.46) with the limits

= 'no to ri and t = to to to+ ti , where to is the time of the
disappearance of the central core and 110 is the particle radius

4CgS (a-i) 1+,c'T1 to+T

c
dri = -02 etd t

to

and

oe "t'
1 , 2\

(D2,,oe
t

4CgS[a(110-11) kflo21

(1+-1) 14°41°) + 111(-T1-2
ri
2]

13 a a+1371 a

Then, when 11=110E1 =Eoeia ,

(2 -e °
eCT-1

2C Sa2 2e0(1-e1) E02 (1-e)

2 a13+a a+PEoa 2
ap

r, In

(
In(ci)

a2 .a+PEocia/ as



since

and

2c0(1-0eg(1e) = (coe1-1)2(E0-1)2

1

02,-e
tc) e

_ 2C Sa2 (E0e1 -1)2- (E0-1)2

(
2 ai3+a ai-PEoa 2

In
ap

In(ei)
a2 a / aa
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. (5.48)

Eq.(5.48) determines the particle size at the time t = to+ ti . From

this result, the upper limit ru can be obtained. Since it is the

location where the particle radius is less than 10-6cm, set

e1=10-6/(e0a) . Then, solve eq. (5.46) for co obtaining the particle
radius at the time to, located at the upper limit at time t. For

derivation of the upper limit, consider eq. (5.37):

HPk(r',r)= (1 -e)2 2 (!+-1 ) In cic+-1-3a.)- In(e) . (5.37)
a2 a R a+pae aa

Since the central core has disappeared, r may be replaced by 0 and
eq. (5.37) can be numerically solved for ru , using the half interval
search.

The terms for eo and el can be obtained from eqs. (5.37) and

(5.48), using Newton's root finding method. With this information,

the interaction rates can be calculated. First, consider the
production rate, which is identical to the result presented in Section
4.4 :

where

P norm = I VE11 vEf2 ['sub (4.60)

12FH a
_ 2_1 .13sub VE/2.1 (D E3+D P.4Ydri

b2 °
(4.59)

For the loss rate, since there is no central core and
transparency affects is only the particles, it may be noted that the
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thermal neutron effect on the particle is identical to Ecid as

presented in eq. (4.66) (Section 4.4), modified as

12FH fru acEp3Ei
3

r'dr'L-Gd =
nb2 Jo 1+acEpEi

(
12FH 2

r

el

3 3 4 4

+ 4a SCgy agai el E°

E1E°
r'dr' . (5.49)

7TV o \ 3 4 1

Therefore, the normalized loss is
ru ,-,u , 0

Lp '-'-. 7 4,a1 -r 4ia2 1- "1p ,

where Rip = Asup+Lai and

12FH 1
r
usub = ' a1u2 (Dic3+ D2e4 )r dr .

nb

(5.50)

(4.62)
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6. COPRAN-GRANIT Approach

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters based upon the assumptions of
blackness, the uniform gadolinia core absorbed thermal neutrons at
its surface and was reduced in size as burnup was increased. In this
chapter, the burnup density is used for both the thermal and the fast
group neutrons. Since fast group flux can be assumed to be flat
within the gadolinia central core, it is easy to develop the
relationship between neutrons and the Gd atoms. Therefore, the
thermal neutron flux calculations are considered in the first three
sections followed by a two group theory.

In order to calculate the density reduction of the gadolinia
atoms, the gadolinia poisoned rod is divided into several regions and
the region-to-region collision probabilities are calculated. The

criticality of the homogeneous rod can then be calculated, based
upon these region-to-region collision probabilities, and the particle
rod criticality is calculated from the expanded collision

probabilities. This is the COPRAN-GRANIT6'13 approach which also
includes the particle-particle shielding effect that has been
neglected in the previous chapters.

To derive the region-to-region collision probabilities, a one-
speed neutron transport equation with isotropic sources and
scattering is considered:

-a(r,r)
1) ( r ) fd3r (6.1)xv(e) ,

4n1r-11 2

where

IIf (r) = /s(r)cD(r)+S(r) (6.2)



and

Ir-C1 r rr'a(r,r),- dsZt .

IrC1
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(6.3)

To solve eq.(6.1) numerically, if V1 is the i-th volume element, the
total volume is then

V= ;

and the collision rate in volume i becomes

fvi
d

3
rEt(r)(1)(r) = d3rIt(r)/if d3r' e

vi j=1 47c1r-11211f(11
(6.4)

To solve this equation, the volume average flux, the emission
density, and cross section are defined, respectively, as

(Di = If d3r0(r) , (6.5)VI vi

V

1

iJvi

r
(6.6)

and

Et = 1 d3rEt(r)(19(r)/V;(1); . (6.7)Vi vi

The region-to-region collision probability may then be defined as
-a(r,r')

d r3r1( ) d3r' e (6.8)v. t 2
11/01/VM

47c1rr I

with P1 indicating probability that a neutron which appears in
region j will make its next collision in region i. Applying eqs. (6.5)
through (6.8), eq. (6.4) then becomes

N

44:;V; = .

j=i
j=1,...,N (6.9)



The method for solving this equation is considered in Section 6.2.
From eq. (6.8), reciprocity may be found by assuming that the

material properties and emission density, xvi, in each region Vi are

uniform:
-a(r,r)

Pii = f d3r1 d3r' e
Vi 4n1r-r12

By exchanging i and j,
-a(r,r)

Pi; = f d3rEt(r) I d3r' e w(r)/Vivi
Jvi 47c1r-r I 2

t d3rf d3r,
Vj Vi Vi 47c I r-r'12

is obtained. Thus, reciprocity can be determined by comparing
(6.10) and (6.11):

= .
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(6.10)

COPRAN6 used the reciprocity for the rapid and accurate calculation
of the collision probabilities.

The boundary condition must be known in order to calculate the
region-to-region collision probabilities. In this study, the flux is

calculated in one pin cell for an isotropically reflecting
boundary(white boundary), where the net current is zero. Since

COPRAN calculated collision probabilities based on the assumption

of a black absorbing boundary condition, the relation between the
probabilities with black boundary and white boundary must be
determined. This relationship is given by Bennett,6 Carlvik,12 R. J. J.

Stammiler,13 and Bell18 and is further derived in Appendices E and H.



6.2 Uniform Rod Flux Calculations

The case without particles is first considered. Once Pik is

known, a numerical solution for eq. (6.9) can be easily obtained.

Using the collision rate density Fi=Eitcbi ,

N (
V. II

F1 =

j =1
Vi

t Ji

Or, in terms of the flux,
N /

Vi E4 Sj
CD, = /Puy. CD17+-7-

j =1 zt zt I

Eq. (6.13) can be written in a matrix form as
[A][F] = [PS] ,

where

and

Aii = oii
v
vi

Et

N V
(PS)i =

j=1

Using the Gauss elimination method, this matrix can be solved
numerically.

Si .

6.3 Particle Rod Flux Calculations
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(6.13)

(6.17)

To calculate the particle rod flux, the proper cross section for
each region containing particles must be defined, including the
particle shielding effect. After the region-to-region collision
probabilities are obtained through application of the COPRAN
routine, the probabilities are expanded in order that the particles in
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each region may be assigned one independent region. A detailed

development of this approach is present in this section.
If Pk is the single isolated particle escape probability in

region k, and PK is obtained as follows,12

PK= 3 2(a/02-1+ 1+-2a e-gait
(6 . 1 8)

( a/ 2

where a is the particle radius and t is the mean free path, then Pk*
is the generalized particle escape probability in region k. Then,

Nordheim's expression19,20 for a gray particle is considered,
1-C

Pk = Pk (6.19)1-(1-t0E0Pk)C

where to is the particle mean chord length, Zo is the total cross

section of the particle, and C is the Dancoff correction, i.e., the
probability that a neutron leaping in random direction from an
absorber lump hits another absorber lump without making a
moderator collision in between. Bell's approximation21 for the
Dancoff correction is

1
1 -C -

1+Xi/ti (6.20)

where ki is the mean free path in the diluent and 21 is the mean
chord length of the diluerit. If o and d denote the particle and diluent
(Fig. 6.1) respectively,

and

then

= 1 /zd

t = 4 Vd/S ,

1
C =1

1+X1/21 1+ki/21



and

Therefore,

diluent

particle

Fig. 6.1 Annular Regions With Particles In A Cell
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(6.21)
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is the desired expression for the generalized escape probability used
by GRANITE. From this equation, the effective shielded cross section
of the mixture can be defined,4,6 resulting in

Ek = (VdEd)k+Pk(VoEdk (6.22)
Then,

Pk
(Vo/o)k

rk Pk Ek = rk P d/k (6.23)

where Pciik is the conditional probability that a neutron will collide
with the diluent if the collision in region k is

(VdEd)k
Pd/k

(VdEd)k+PK(V0X,o)k (6.24)

and the complementary conditional escape probability that a neutron
will collide in a particle in region k can be defined as:

Po/k = 1 Pd/k (6.25)

Once the effective mixture cross section is known, the
generalized probability of colliding within the mixture, Pkk*, given
uniform and isotropic birth, can then be determined. The probability

that a neutron born in a particle in region k will collide with a
diluent nucleus in region k, P(ok, dk), is therefore

P (ok -*dk) = PkPkk Pd/k
Based upon a similar argument, consider the probability of

(ok>on). However, P (ok---> on) offers the case that a neutron will

make its next collision prior to escaping the particle only if k =n.

This degree of probability is

(1 -Pk)skn
where

8kn 1 if k= n
0 if k n
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Therefore,

P(ok-->on) = PkPnk Po/n (1-P08kn
Based upon this information, the region-to-region collision
probabilities, including the particles, may be described. If j denotes
a region without particles, or a moderator region, then

P(ok--->on) = PkPnk Po/n (1-P08kn (6.26)

P(Ok--->cln) = PkPn (6.27)nk Pd/

P(dkOn) = Pnk Po/n (6.28)

P(dkKIn) = PPnk din (6.29)

P(Ok--->j) = PkPjk , (6.30)

PO--->c)n) Pnj Po/n (6.31)

P(j-4cin) = Pnj Pd/n (6.32)

P(dkj) = Pik . (6.33)

The expanded collision probabilities obtained by GRANIT6 were

doubly heterogeneous regions. In this study, only one particle type
is considered and the moderator-to-moderator collision probability
is not shown because it does not require modification.

6.4 Particle-Neutron Interaction

Since GRANIT6 assumed that the interaction between neutrons
and Gd atoms in a particle was uniformly distributed, Gd atom
density is decreased by the following formula:

dN

dt GaN(13.

where N is the Gd atom density within the particle. If the flux is
constant during the time interval dt, then

N. N.e-aacbdt
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where Ni = N(ti) and dt = ti .1 ti . The absorption rate by Gd atoms
in a particle is then

(DiNcya(-47ra3) .

Because there are NpVi particles in region i, the total number of
neutrons absorbed in region i then becomes

r 3
ci)

t
N6

4
na )NpVi

6.5 COPRAN-GRANIT Type Two-Group Model For Gadolinia
Particle Effect

The following assumptions are made for the development of a

theory related to the fast neutron flux and Gd atoms:

1) Thermal group and fast group neutrons are not related each
other,

2) Thermal neutron flux distributions are calculated from the
COPRAN-GRANIT method;

3) Fast group neutron distributions are assumed uniform
throughout the rod, i.e., there is no spatial dependency; and

4) Fast group neutron fluxes do not change throughout the burnup
of the rod; i.e., there is no time dependency.

The fast group flux, (Di, is assumed uniform and constant and is
related to the cell boundary thermal flux 02 as

(131= Y cD2,. (6.34)
where y is the fast-thermal flux ratio. The introduction of fast
group neutrons will accelerate the gadolinia burn rate and cause
additional neutron production from the UO2. First consider changes
in gadolinia density. If Na is the gadolinia number density for the
average rod, then



dNa(r)

dt

For region i,

dNai

= Na(r)(6a1 (1314-0a202(t,r)) .

Nai(aa1(D1+0a202i(t))dt
integration yields

Nai(t) = Na;(0)exp
I t

$ (6 allrb 1+ a24 2j(ti))dt.\
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(6.35)

For the small time step At, (132i(t) can be assumed to be constant.
The integration can then be carried out, with the following result:

= Naij CTa2CD2ii)At) , (6.36)Naij+1

where Naij = Nai(ti) , (13,2i(tj) = (1)2ii , and At = tj+1- tj .

For the particle rod, the background gadolinia density is

calculated similarly with a different thermal group flux calculated
from the expanded collision probabilities:

= Naij exp(-fialc131+ 6a20'2idAt) , (6.37)Naij+1

where (13,12ii is the thermal flux at region i and at time tj for a
particle rod. Density reduction for the Gd atoms in the particle
follows the formula given in eq. (6.36) or (6.37),

Naij+1 Naij ex P ka1(1+ Ga24"20At) , (6.37)
where 0"2ii is the neutron flux of the particles in region i at time tj.



6.6 Neutron Production and Loss

Neutron loss and production rates for the calculation of
assembly criticality are considered as follows. From UO2 in the

average uniform rod, the neutron production rate is
Na

P =11(vEfieri+vEf2c1)2)Vi .

The neutron loss rate for the average uniform rod is calculated from
both UO2 and Gd atoms:

Na

L = 1,,Vi(Eua?201±Euac2)202i-FNai(aa.iloi±a513.2i))
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(6.38)

1=1

NT

+ VgaMi 01+4202i) .

i=NG+1
(6.39)

For the particle rod, neutron interactions with UO2 and the
background Gd atoms are basically the same as for the average
uniform rod. The difference is that the uniform background has a
smaller amount of Gd atoms and less dense than average uniform rod
because of the particles. The total amount of UO2 is remains the
same in the two different rod types. Therefore, the production and

loss rate is unchanged for UO2. The resulting equations are as
follows:

P = Ii(vEfi(Di+vEf202)Vi
i=1

N3
UO '

LUO2 lViea?2(1)1+E a224)21)
1=1

(6.40)

(6.41)



and
Na

1-Gd203 = /Vi VdNai(aVOil-6 N2i)
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(6.42)

In both cases, the neutron loss in the moderator region is the same,
NT

.%+M rt,'
LM = Vi(Ia14)1+A-a2'1'2i/

i=NG+1

and the neutron loss in the particles is

L = IV0ViNpi(adO Gd"
al 1 a2 -2i

i=1

(6.43)

(6.44)

Therefore, the total loss in the particle rod is
Total Loss = L +-uo2 LGd2o3+ LM+ Lp (6.45)

and the total loss in the average uniform rod, from eqs. (6.39) and
(6.43), is

Total Loss = L + LM . (6.46)
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7. Results and Discussion

The equations derived in Chapters 1 through 5 and Chapter 6 of

this investigation were implemented, respectively, in the FORTRAN

programs GDBURN2 and OSUCP. A parametric analysis was

performed in which only the particle size and the fraction of initial
gadolinia loaded into the particles was varied. Other generic

variables, including the thermal flux level and the fuel pellet
diameter, remained constant and are listed in Table F.1 of Appendix
F. The total initial mass of the gadolinia poison was not varied
between cases since the preliminary results of this investigation
demonstrated that this was a magnitude effect rather than a change
in basic behavior.

As briefly noted in the previous chapters, the framework this
investigation was the determination of the fast flux effect, the
gadolinia central core effect, and the inter-particle shielding effect
on changes in criticality behavior of gadolinia particles within a
uniform fuel mixture, as opposed to a purely homogeneous gadolinia
and fuel pellet. To this end, two rod bundles, in which the average

initial poison concentration was set at 4 w/o Gd203 in the poisoned
rods was modeled. The gadolinia in each bundle was then depleted.

For each time-step, the criticality of each assembly was determined
from equations developed in Section 3.6. Subsequently, the

difference in the assembly criticality, 0k, i.e., the change in
multiplication between the bundles in mk, was determined. The

observed behaviors obtained from this analysis is explained in the
following sections.
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7.1 Two Group KH Model

The results of the model of the two-group KH model are
presented and discussed in this section, and are shown in figures 7.1
through 7.16.

7.1.1 Solid Density Particle

The assembly k-curves for the uniform rod and different
gadolinia particle sizes and fractions are shown in figs. 7.1 through
7.6. The particle and central core transparency effects are included
and the fast-thermal flux ratio is set at 6.0, which is typical of
light water reactors. As shown in the figures, the assembly k starts
from about 0.76 and converges at 1.01. Since this model does not

deplete the uranium isotopes, and neither Gd-155 nor Gd-157 is
produced from Gd-154 and Gd-156, the k-curve reaches a constant
value based on a maximum rate of production as the gadolinia is
depleted. This maximum rate is determined by the combined

production terms derived from the fissile content of the uranium
dioxide in the driver fuel and in the poisoned pins. The loss rate also

varies over time and eventually approaches a constant rate based on
the absorption cross section of the uranium dioxide. Since the

presence of gadolinia strongly affects the production and loss rates,
it follows that the rate of gadolinia depletion is an important factor
in determining the shape of these curves.

The gadolinia depletion rate is highly dependent on whether the
loading of the gadolinia is a pure mixture with the uranium dioxide
or a mixture with particles. The k-curve is therefore strongly
affected by the particle size and fraction of gadolinia loaded in
particles. When figs. 7.1 and 7.6 are compared, it may be observed
that as the particle size increases, the difference in the k-curve
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increases; and as fraction F increases, the k-curve difference also
increases. As more gadolinia is loaded in particles and particle size
is increased, the background gadolinia central core burns out more
quickly while the particles last longer following the disappearance
of the central core. (A more detailed description of Ak may be
derived from figs. 7.7 through 7.16.)

Prior to consideration of the central core transparency effect,
some discussion of the general behavior of Ak curve is useful since
the basic behavior of the Ak curve is same for the particles of same
size regardless of the central core transparency effect or the fast
group neutron flux. According to Hartley,8 there are three time
domains. The first regime of interest occurs near the beginning of
life of the fuel assembly. During the first portion of the burn, two
things occur as the uniform gadolinia mixture in the pins with
particles experiences inward depletion. First, since the uniform
core of these rods depletes more quickly than in the rod without
particles, more productive volume is uncovered. Second, this inward

burn may or may not uncover particles. Without inter-particle

shielding, the behavior of the Ak curve, as expressed by Hartley, can
be understood as follows. For small particle cases, there are many

particles in the uncovered region and the loss rate in these
particles, in addition to other loss mechanisms, overpowers the
increased production rate, causing the bundle to become less
reactive. For large particle cases, the number of particles reduced
sufficiently to cause further inward depletion of the central core,
uncovering enough particles to cause the bundle reactivity to drop
below that of the bundle without particles. Hence, for some cases
the particle bundle is initially more reactive and subsequently less
reactive than the bundle without particles. Eventually, as the

particle size is increased still further, there are so few particles
present that the increased production in the exposed uranium isotope
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always overpowers the combined loss rates in the bundle. Bundles

with very large particles remain higher in reactivity throughout the
burn until all the gadolinia is depleted in the bundle without
particles.

As the burn progresses, the second regime of interest is
encountered. At this point in the burn, the central core has
decreased sufficiently in radius to cause the increased exposed
productive volume in the particle bundle to begin to overpower the
combined loss mechanisms in the bundle, relative to the bundle
without particles. At this point, the criticality of the bundle with
particles increases at a faster rate than that of the bundle without
particles, and the slope of the Ak curve remains positive until most
of the gadolinia background is depleted in the bundle with particles.
In this regime, particles and productive volume are continually
uncovered as burn front of the central core moves inward.

Additionally, particles separated from the surface of the central
core are depleted.

The third regime of interest occurs when the most of the
gadolinia central core is depleted in the particle pins. At this point
all of the UO2 is uncovered, with the exception of a minute portion
within the gadolinia central core and within the particles if they are
of the ramp density type. This is the point of maximum reactivity
difference between the two types of poison loadings, or the point at
which the gadolinia in the rod without particles continues to deplete
at a constant rate, while the gadolinia particles in the particle pins,
influenced by the total thermal flux, depletes with only a very slight
shading of angular components. The magnitude of the negative Ak is

strongly dependent on the particle size. If the initial particle size
is large, more time is required to deplete the gadolinia in the
particles. The resulting effect is a larger Ak due to the particles.
Since all of the gadolinia in the non-particle bundle has been

depleted, bundle criticality becomes constant and the criticality of
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the particle loaded bundle converges from below as the remaining
gadolinia in the particles is depleted. When the gadolinia is totally
depleted in both bundles, the criticality of one is identical to the
other and the code stops further execution.

The central core transparency effects for three different
particle sizes are shown in figs. 7.7 through 7.9. For the first 50
days of burning, the Ak for the black core and the Ak for the
transparent core is nearly identical since the central cores are still
large. As burnup increases, the central core reduces in size and
transparency becomes more important. Because the transparent core

absorbs fewer neutrons and lasts longer, the sharp peaks become
smoother. The result is a reduction in Ak at the peak by about 5 mk
for all three particle sizes at the particle fraction 0.15. Since the

central core lasts longer with transparency, the negative peak
following the positive peak is increased. The flat regions in these
figures indicate where background central core still exists. Since

only particles can contribute negative Ak, when the central core
vanishes, and no more fresh particles are available, the Ak decreases
and converges to zero. From these figures, it is clear that the
negative Ak is strongly dependent on particle size.

In figs. 7.10 through 7.12, the fast neutron effect is shown for
three particle sizes. Since the fast flux reduces the gadolinia
density uniformly, the burnout time is reduced. There, the peak
occurs earlier than for the case without fast flux. The magnitude of

the positive peak is reduced because of the increased neutron

production in UO2 and absorption in both the gadolinia background
and the particles. For large-sized particles, a small increase in the
magnitude of the negative peak is obtained. The reason is that more

particles remain when the central core vanishes since at fast flux
the central core burns faster and this effect is greater than the
increased neutron production and loss effect in the model. For
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small-sized particles, the amount of gadolinia in particles is slight

and the difference in the magnitude of the peak is reduced.

The Ak curves for different particle sizes are presented in
Figs. 7.13 and 7.14, with a gadolinia particle fraction of F=0.15 in
Fig. 7.13 and F=0.5 in Fig. 7.14. In both figures, the shape of the Ak

curve is similar for the same sized particles, while the magnitude
of the curve increases considerably as the particle fraction F
increases. Therefore, it can be concluded that the particle size
determines the behavior of criticality difference and the particle
fraction determines the magnitude of this difference.

7.1.2 Ramp Density Particle

For the ramp density particles, Figs. 7.15 and 7.16 provide data

which parallels that for the solid density particles in Figs. 7.13 and
7.14. Since ramp density particles can contain less gadolinia than

solid density particles of the same size, a greater number of
particles are required to keep the gadolinia amount in the ramp
density particles equal to the amount in the solid particles. The

other area of concern is that the gadolinia density is lower in the
region of the particle surface than that for the solid density
particle, and it is quickly reduced to smaller-sized particles once it
has been exposed to thermal neutrons. Therefore, the ramp density

particle criticality behavior profile is similar to that for smaller-
sized solid density particles. At the negative peak, when the
particle effect is greatest, the magnitude of the peak for the ramp
density particle appears to be smaller than that for the solid density
particle.
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7.2 OSUCP Model

For the OSUCP model, only the solid density particle was
studied since the behavior of the ramp density particle is similar to
that of smaller-sized solid density particles. The main purpose of
the OSUCP model was to determine the effect of inter-particle
shielding, which was not considered in the KH model. To determine

the correct operation of this model, the OSUCP results were

compared to those for XPIN.23

The OSUCP flux distributions and the XPIN thermal group fluxes

for 0 days (0 MWD/MT), 105 days (2000 MWD/MT), and 235 days

(4500 MWD/MT), for a 1.83 w/o uniformly mixed gadolinia rod are

compared. in Figs. 7.17 through 7.19. The cell dimensions and other
parameters used for the calculations are given in Table F.2 of
Appendix F. The OSUCP cell boundary thermal fluxes match the XPIN
boundary fluxes. Unfortunately, the XPIN boundary thermal flux level
was not constant throughout the burnup, but the changes were slight.
The OSUCP model is not capable of handling different flux levels for
each time step, and the comparison was completed on the same

burnup day since the XPIN thermal flux changes were slight. The

XPIN fuel pellet is divided into five regions, with one additional
region in the cladding and four in the moderator. Each fuel pellet

region is subdivided into two regions and the total number of fuel
region flux calculation points is 10 (i.e., the cladding and moderator
regions are not subdivided). The OSUCP model uses 40 regions in the

pellet and 10 regions in the moderator and is based on the
assumption that the cross sections of the cladding are identical to
that of the moderator.

The flux distributions at 0 days are shown in Fig. 7.17. The

OSUCP model predicted almost no thermal flux inside the rod, while
the XPIN predicted a large amount of thermal flux. The principal
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reason for this is that the higher energy neutrons in the thermal
group behave like fast group neutrons for reason of the relatively
small absorption cross sections of Gd isotopes. At 105 days, shown
in Fig. 7.18, the OSUCP thermal flux results were closer to those of
the XPIN near the rod boundary, showing a flux variation in the
middle of the rod. At this time, most of the gadolinia in the outer
rod had burned away, while only about one-quarter of the gadolinia
had burned in the middle of the rod. At 235 days, the OSUCP thermal

flux results were close to those of XPIN, but were higher even in the
center of the rod. At this time, most of the gadolinia in the OSUCP
model had burned away, while a small amount of gadolinia still
remained in the XPIN model.

Gadolinia density distributions are shown in Figs. 7.20 and
7.21. Note that the rod is divided into 5 regions in the XPIN model
for the gadolinia density distribution calculations, while the OSUCP
model uses 40 regions. Since the XPIN gadolinia density is

individually expressed for Gd-155 and Gd-157, the sum of both
isotopes were used in order to compare results with the OSUCP
model. A single pseudo-isotope was used to represent this sum in

the OSUCP model and was given the value of 50,000 barns for its
thermal microscopic absorption cross section. This is the peak
value of the Gd-157 cross section predicted by the XPIN model when
most of the gadolinia has burned and the self-shielding effect is
minimal. The microscopic cross section of Gd-155 is about 8,000
barns, which is much smaller than that for Gd-157. The microscopic

cross sections of both isotopes were much lower than the maximum
values at the beginning of burnup since there was a large amount of
self-shielding by very low energy neutrons, even in the thermal
group. Therefore, the resulting OSUCP model gadolinia distribution
should be lower than that for the XPIN model. In Fig. 7.20, the

density distribution predicted by the OSUCP model is shaped
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similarly to that of the XPIN at a lower level. This was even more

evident at 235 days, as shown in Fig. 7.21. Some of the gadolinia
remained in the XPIN model, but in the OSUCP model most of the

gadolinia has burned out. Therefore, the gadolinia distribution

curve, which is actually on the x-axis, cannot be observed. Since the

OSUCP model calculates thermal flux distribution with nearly the
maximum microscopic absorption cross section, its predictions lie

between the results of either the XPIN or KH models. Therefore, it

can be concluded that the OSUCP model predicts faster gadolinia
burnup than the XPIN model, but its prediction of gadolinia
distribution is similar to that of the XPIN.

Uniform rod gadolinia density distributions are shown in Fig.

7.22 for the same rod analyzed using the two-group KH model. The

slope of the gadolinia density decreases as burnup increases,
flattening nearly to zero after 150 days.

A 100-micron particle rod background gadolinia density is
shown in Fig. 7.23. The gadolinia particle fraction is 0.15. Since the

initial density of the gadolinia background was lower than that of
the uniform rod, background density is always smaller than that for
the uniform rod on the same burnup day. Moreover, since a particle

absorbs thermal neutrons only inefficiently, the background flux is

higher for the particle rod than for the uniform rod flux. Therefore

the higher flux level also increased the background burn rate.
The background gadolinia density distribution for the alternate

gadolinia fraction in particles is shown for 500-micron particles in

Fig. 7.24. With more gadolinia in the particles, the background burns
more quickly, but the curve is shaped similar to others. In Figs. 7.25

and 7.26, the gadolinia density in particles is shown as a function of
its location. For 100-micron particles, the slope of the curve is
similar to that of the background density, while for 500-micron
particles the slope is much smoother. This is because the, self-
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shielding effect of the larger particles is greater than that for
smaller-sized particles. In Fig. 7.26, the effect of the particle
fraction is shown for 500-micron particles. If the gadolinia
fraction is large for the particles, then the density of the
background gadolinia is lower than cases for lower fractions. This

is because the effective cross section becomes smaller and thermal
flux becomes higher for smaller background gadolinia. Therefore,

the particles burn at faster rates.
The thermal flux distribution for the uniform rod is presented

in Fig. 7.27. The flux drops quickly at the rod boundary as burnup is
initiated, but then the curve flattens out throughout the burnup
period. In Fig. 7.28, particle rod flux is shown, along with the
particle flux. Since the gadolinia density of the particles is much
higher than that for the background, the particle flux is lower than
the background flux. As burnup progresses, the gadolinia particle

also burns and the density drops in the particles near the surface.
Therefore, the background and particle fluxes near the surface match
each other, while the particle flux drops quickly toward the center
of the rod where most of the gadolinia remains. After 200 days of
burnup, most of the gadolinia in both the particles and the
background has burned out. Therefore, gadolinia particle flux is
nearly equivalent to the background flux. In cases where the
particle flux is slightly higher than the background flux, the
particles do not contain UO2, which is the primary cause of neutron
absorption without gadolinia. In Fig. 7.29, the 500-micron particle
rod background fluxes at 0 days are shown for three different
gadolinia fractions in particles. A higher flux with more gadolinia
in particles is indicated because the effective cross section
becomes smaller with additional particles.
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The uniform rod k-curve is shown in Fig. 7.30. As predicted by
the KH model the curve is linear, with the exception of the beginning
and near the end of the burnup period. This is due to the unequal
gadolinia densities over life-time of the burnup. In the beginning,
gadolinia density is the same everywhere throughout the rod, but the
flux depression becomes steeper near the surface of the rod, and the
production of neutrons is minimal. As the burn progresses, more
gadolinia and UO2 are exposed to the thermal neutrons, but the
gadolinia near the surface is not fully burned. After the initial
burning period, the k-curve increases almost linearly since neutron
production increases continuously as burnup progresses, but

gadolinia absorption decreases in the near surface region due its
reduced density. This low gadolinia absorption region is increased
as more gadolinia inside the rod uncovered to the thermal neutrons.
Near the end of the gadolinia burnup, the k-curve slope increases
slightly, then reaches a constant value. At this time, gadolinia is no
longer fully exposed to the thermal neutrons since only small
portion of the gadolinia remain in the rod center. As all of the
gadolinia is burned, neutron production also reaches a constant value

because of the assumption that no uranium burnup is considered, and
the k-curve becomes constant.

The criticality differences between the two assemblies were
plotted in Figs. 7.31 through 7.35. Throughout these plots the Ak's
start from the positive side and end near zero on the negative side.
The higher thermal flux level allows a rapid gadolinia burn rate in
the uniform background, while the self-shielded particles burn
slower. The combined effect at the beginning of the burnup period
produces less neutron absorption in the gadolinia and more neutron
production from uranium. Therefore, the criticality difference curve
starts from the positive side. The amount of the shift is larger for
the largest particles, as is shown in Fig. 7.34. This is because many
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smaller gadolinia particles behave like uniformly mixed gadolinia
background. For a smaller particle, the curve continuously

decreases, reaching a negative peak, and then increasing to the
constant value shown in Fig. 7.31. This plot also shows the fast
neutron effect. As before, the peak moves toward the left when fast
neutrons are considered. The magnitude of Ak is less than 1 mk for
both maximums. This prediction completely differs from that
provided by the KH model, as shown in Fig. 7.10. For particles as
small as 10-microns, the effective cross section of the particle rod
is close to that of the uniform rod, and the background gadolinia
burnup rate is about the same as for the uniform rod. Therefore, a

positive peak cannot be observed near the end of burnup since the

peak could occur when background gadolinia burns out faster than
that for the uniform rod and before neutron absorption in gadolinia
particles becomes relatively more important than the background
gadolinia. In Figs. 7.32 and 7.33, the Ak curves for 100-micron and
500-micron particle rods are shown. As burnup progresses, the

curve increases and then drops to a negative peak in the 100-micron
case. The 500-micron case is similar, but the curve does not drop
before Ak increases once again. The reason for the initial Ak
increase is that the thermal flux increases due to reduced gadolinia
density, but at this stage the particle is still relatively ineffective.
For particles as small as 10-microns, this rate of increase is not
observed. Instead, as noted above, the criticality curve decreases
from the beginning of this period. As particle size increases, the
background burn rate also increases, while the gadolinia particle
burn rate decreases. For particles as large as 500-microns, neutron
absorption in the particle is relatively small until the end of the
background burnup phase. However, a 100-micron particle is much
more efficient than a 500-micron particle in absorbing neutrons.
Therefore, the Ak for 100-micron particle cases drops below zero,
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while the Ak for 500-micron particles stays above zero.

From the bottom of the curve for the 100-micron particle, or

the flat region of the 500-micron case, Ak increases again and
reaches its highest peak. The magnitude of this peak is also larger
when the size of the particle is larger as shown in Fig. 7.34. If the
particle size is small enough, e.g., 10-microns or less in radius, then
there is no peak; rather, Ak converges to a steady state value from
the negative side. In Fig. 7.35, the .6,k curves for the fraction of the
gadolinia in particles which are different are shown for 500-micron
particles. As the fraction increases, the magnitude of the ok
increases because the particle effect becomes more important. For

a fraction of 1.0, it begins from a peak above 100 mk, then
continuously decreases to a negative peak and then converges at a
constant value. Therefore, it can be concluded that if the particle
size is small, then the particle self-shielding effect is small. It

follows that the thermal flux level in the particle is nearly identical
to the background flux level, which in turn is nearly the same as the
flux of the average uniform rod. On the other hand, if the particle
size is increased, the self-shielding effect of the particle is

increased and the flux level of the background is increased. The

magnitude of the peak is dependent on both the particle size and the
fraction.

7.3 Comparison Between KH Model And OSUCP Model

In Figs. 7.36 through 7.38, Ak curves of KH and OSUCP models
are compared for the 10-micron, 100-micron, and 500-micron
constant density particles. From these figures, it may be noted that
for 10-micron particles, the KH model cannot predict the correct
behavior of the particle effect. For 100-micron particles, both Ak
curves are in agreement and the location of the peak is similarly
timed, except that the KH model predicts consistently higher peaks
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than the OSUCP model. For the 500-micron particle case, the peaks

are reached at nearly the same time and the magnitude of the peaks
are also in agreement. The principal reason for their Ak prediction
disagreement for smaller particles, and relatively good agreement
for larger particles, is that the KH model does not include the inter-
particle shielding effect. The inter-particle shielding effect is

greater for smaller particles because a region with many small
gadolinia particles behaves like a uniform background. For the

larger particles, this shielding effect is diminished because of the
reduced particle number density. The two models are completely

different in the way gadolinia is burned in the background and in the
particles, as well as in the way they calculate thermal neutron
fluxes. Both models predict nearly the same peak time for Ak,
except for the smaller particle case.

Since the KH model is based upon a number of simplifying

assumptions for the calculation of Ak, calculation time is minimal
when using an IBM AT, but the model cannot correctly predict the
behavior of the small-sized particle case. On the other hand, the
OSUCP model, which is based on more fundamental transport theory

with fewer assumptions, offers more reliable results. However,

this model requires much more computer memory and an IBM AT

cannot handle the program. Therefore, the Apollo Domain System

was used for the OSUCP model calculations. The computation time

required for the OSUCP model was about 100 times as great as that
for the KH model, based upon the same problem.
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8. Conclusion

The results from this analysis indicate that the includion of
gadolinia particles with a uniform mixture does indeed change the
gadolinia depletion rate, thus strongly affecting the assembly
criticality. When the results for the various cases considerd are
compared, it is interesting to correlate the reasons for the observed
variations. The basic behavior of the Ak curve is same for the same

sized particle, regardless of the transparency of the central core or
the fast group neutron flux.

The transparency effect of the gadolinia central core is
included in the KH model. Because the transparent core absorbs

fewer neutrons and lasts for a longer period, the sharp peak in Ak
curve becomes smoother. The reduction in the Ak at the positive
peak is about 5 mk for all three particle sizes, at a particle fraction
of 0.15.

The fast flux reduces gadolinia density uniformly and reduces
burnout time. A peak appears sooner than in the case without fast
flux. The magnitude of the positive peak is reduced because of the

increased neutron production in UO2 and absorption in both the
gadolinia background and the particles.

The OSUCP model was developed to study the inter-particle
shielding effect. This effect is greater for smaller particles than
for larger particles. With 15% of the gadolinia in particles, the Ak
effect is less than 1 mk for a10-micron particle. For 500-micron
particles, the Ak effect is a positive 10 mk and a negative 17 mk.
The KH and OSUCP models predict completely different Ak behavior

for smaller particles but show reasonable agreement for the large
particle cases.

Since the KH model is based upon a number of simplifying

assumptions for the calculation of Ak, its calculation speed is much
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faster than the OSUCP model. On the other hand, the OSUCP model is

based on more fundamental transport theory with fewer
assumptions, and its results are more reliable. However, the
computational time required for the OSUCP model is about 100 times
as great as that for the KH model when computing the same problem.

Both models assume the use of one pseudo-gadolinia isotope
combining Gd-155 and Gd-157. Since the KH model assumes that
thermal neutrons are absorbed at the surface, it would be difficult
to handle the two important Gd isotopes separately. However, the

OSUCP model can be expanded to separately handle these isotopes.

This will improve the gadolinia burn characteristics, particularly
for Gd-155, which has a much lower cross section than Gd-157. To

calculate improved thermal fluxes for very large particles, it is

recommended that the particles are divided into several regions.
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Appendix A

Evaluation of Integral Function P(r',r)

The function P(r',r) is given by the following equation:

1P(r',r) = (1 -- S i n- 1(-1. )jet'dt' ,

r'

where to : particle uncovered time to thermal neutrons,
ti : particle burn time by thermal neutrons, and
t' : present time.

Then the relation between To, T, and t` becomes

= t't0 .
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(a.1)

(a.2)

To evaluate the integral, the relation between time and the
central core radius r must be established. Note that the particle
position r' is not a function of time. The relation between time and
the central core radius r(t) was given in eq. (3.14):

r 5t 1+CDb

To use eq. (a.3), change the integration variable from t'
Then, eq. (a.1) becomes

TP(r,r) =
o
(1 --1 s i n- 1(-rr' jje(to)dt

ft 1 . - 1 r
= eCtdreto sin e dt

on

The first term of eq. (a.4) becomes
1 rt

= e'20(e'' 1) ,

(a.3)

to T.

(a.4)

(a.5)



but the second term is more complicated. If u=r/r', then eq. (a.3)
can be rewritten as

u =et+11-131b (1 ).

For the sake of convenience, define B as

B =
1.+4Db

Then, u becomes

u = (1B)eCr+B ,

du = (1B)Ce'dt ,

and

dt =
du

(1B)t;et
From eq. (a.8), the second term of eq. (a.4) becomes

e-co r/ r'
1 du

n (1B)Cec
1.2= sin (u)eCt

e s 1(u)du ,

p

7C(1-BX 1

and from Handbook of Mathematical Functions,22

1(u)du = usin-1(u)+V1u2

Then, the second term becomes
(

etc) r si.n-i( r j+12 =
r'ic(1B)0.1

From eqs. (a.5), (a.7) and (a.9), P(r',r) then becomes

1 r DeCto
rs n- i( r /

r
,2 ,P(r',r) = 1) 1) .

rc(r'CD-1bCD) r'

Since T and To are related to r and r', two relations are needed.

burn time of the gadolinia particle is T which can be calculated
directly using eq. (3.13):
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(a.6)

(a.7)

(a.8)

(a.9)

(a.10)

The



Also, To

i = 1 In
( CD(br)+1 `

C CD(br)+1 1

can be found from eq. (2.19),
1

To = TIn(CD(br)+1) .

Once r and r' are determined, then T and to and P(r',r) can be

calculated using eqs. (a.10), (a.11) and (2.19).
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(a.11)

(2.19)
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Appendix B

Integral 1(d)

The purpose of this appendix is to evaluate the integral, 1(d):
cos-1d

cose-d1(d).
f de, 0 < d 1 . (b.1)
° d2+1-2dcose

Before evaluating the integral, consider the upper limit, when d=1.

If d=1, cos-1 (d)=0. But the numerator cos8 -d, and denominator
d2+1-2dcosO, are also equal to zero. Therefore, this limit will be
subsequently checked numerically. When d # 1,

cos-ld cosld
di(d). f cos()

de i de ,

° d2+1-2dcos8 ° d2+1-2dcos8

Since

then

1
dx

cosx j*(a+bcosx-a)/bdx
J a+bcosx a+bcosx

x a(' 1
=

b bJ a+bcosxdx ,

I(d)_- cos 1d 1-d 2 cos-id
1

de.
2d 4- 2d fo d2+1-2dcose

The remaining integration can be carried out using Handbook of
Mathematical Functions:22

0 \
22dx 2. tan , a >b .

i a+bcosx a2-b2a -b \
#--i,,1

CPI lIna j

(b.2)

(b.3)

(b.4)

(b.5)



Since

(d2+1)2(2d)2 = d4+2d2+1-4d2

= (d2 -1)2 > 0 ,

when eqs. (b.5) and (b.4) are used, it becomes

2

1(d). cos d 1d 2
tangy

2d 2d P-1)----7(d

(d+1)2tan
'cos-1d

2

(d2 )2
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(b.6)

(b.7)

Then, because d or (r/r') is less than or equal to 1,

(d2-1)2 = 1d2 (b.8)

To simplify, tan
icos-1d

2
, consider the following.

tan(x). sin(x) 2sin(x)cos(x) sin(2x) V1cos 2(2x)

cos(x) 2cos2(x)-1+1 cos(2x)+1 cos(2x)+1

Therefore,

tan
( i_dcos d

2 i 1+d

Using eqs. (b.8) and (b.9), 1(d) then becomes

cos-ld 1d2 2 i((d1 )2 .1F-72
1(d) = + tan- ta

2d 2d 1d2 (1d2)(1+d)

Note that

cos- 1d
+1 tan

_1( 1+d

2d d 1 d2 i
cos 1d 1+d=--

2d d \ 1d

cos 1 d =
2

(b.9)



To simplify eq. (b.10), consider the following. If

sin y= for x > 0 , y > 0 ,
*14-x2

then

cos y = 1

2

Therefore,

Or

From eq. (b.13) ,eq. (b.10) becomes

tan y = sin y
x

cos y

y= tan-1 x = sin-1

Since

Therefore,

-cos 1

2

x

1_cos
d

d +1 { .1V 1+d Vi 1+cl
2 d

2cos
1d1 '+1d

cos 1 d 1

2d d
cos

_1(\/ 1+d

2 2

-1+d 1+cos(cos 1 d) 2/ COScos d \
+cos

2 2 \ 2

1(d) =
cos- ld 1{ It cos d}

2d d 2 2

=1 rc
cos_1d} .

d 2

sin -1d
1(d) =
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(b.12)

(b.13)

(b.14)



Now, consider the case d=1. From eq. (b.14), which is derived for
d#1,

1(1) .

1 2

154

(b.15)

To verify the validity of eq. (b.14) when d=1, considereq. (b.1). The

integral was calculated using the Trapezoidal method, and the
results were compared with eq. (b.14). From the results of Table
B.1, it may be noted that the limit of 1(d), as d>1, is definitely

7c/2 = 1.570796.

TABLE B.1 The integral 1(d)

d cos 1- (d) N(*) 1(d)num l(d)anal

0.99 0.14154 50 1.44369 1.44369
80 1.44369

0.999 0.04473 50 1.53039 1.52759
80 1.52765
200 1.52760

0.9999 0.01414 100 1.59415 1.55681
200 1.55788
400 1.55750

0.99995 0.01000 100 1.70274 1.56087
200 1.56883
400 1.56576

* Number of Intervals for the numerical integrations.
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Appendix C

Evaluation of Integral

The IQ integral) is defined as follows:
b

IQ(b,r) = 2f 0(r,r)riclr' ,

where

Q(r,r). 1 sin
r'

Insert Q in the definition of lo and with a little arragement,
b

lo(b,r) 2$ l 1Lsin-1(r J1r'dr'

rdr--2
TC

.1 br'sin-1(r
r'

jcir

b

= b2r2-1.1 r'sin-1( r )dr' .

r

Then, if x=r/r', r= r/x and dr'=- rdx /x2, and it follows that
rdr=(r/x)(-r/x2)dx.(r2/x3)dx. Using this expression,

(r/b)
lo(b,r) = b2

r
2 e f sin 1 x (r2 /)(3 )dx

r

2 2 2r= b r (sin-lx)/x3dx
(r/b)

2 1

From Handbook of Mathematical Functions,22

1
n+1 n+1

5
Z

ZnSi ri lzdz = si n- z 1 Z
dz , (n #-1)

n+1 n+1 V-71z



and

x -2-2
1f X-3sin

_1 1 X
xdx sin x 2 V772 dx ,

-2
1

IQ(b,r) = b2...42._ _17r+1(r)
sin-1 r

dx

f(r/b)TE 2 2 2 OD bí 2
X2'11 X 2

For evaluation of the last term in the bracket, let x=cose. Then,

= sine and dx=sinede .

Using the above su
follows:

bstitution, the integral can be carried out as

dx
i(r/b) 217

X 1X

From the Fig. C.1,

sine de
/cos 1 (r/b) cos 20 sine

cos-1 (r/b)

Jo
sec20 de

cos-1 (r/b)

= tane I
o

sin(cos-1(r/b))
(r/b)

156

1:R--r2
sin(cos 1(r /b)) =

Only a positive value is proper for the above integral. Therefore, the
integral is

1 b2 r2 b2 r2

(r/b) b(r/b)1x2
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b

Fig. C.1 Triangle For A Trigonometry

Finally, the 10(b,r) becomes

2 2
r2 2 L.,2 r2

147272
-1IQ(b,r) = b r +---sin (r/b)

2 n 7t r

= 12
It

(r/b)+r2b 1 [r -- b sin .P7-2] .
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Appendix D

Calculation of a, p in Terms of Densities

For the slope density particle transparency calculation, a and 13

are defined as coefficients of c as follows:
4

c= 1a2 = 0411
3 (d.1)

The purpose of these calculations is to represent a and V, in terms of
microscopic cross sections, densities, and the particle radius.
First, calculate the shielded

MUO2 = 7c\

From the UO2 mass, the number

UO2 can be calculated. Since

MUO2Nav
N(UO2)

mass
( A

4.
gmr1

the

of UO2 for

3 gugm 4

a particle:

and oxygen

molecule is 270

gugm )

(d.2)

in

amu,

(d.3)

(d.4)

(d.5)

+

densities

mass of

Nay

11

of uranium

a UO2

3rgm+
4

the

eq.

gugm
a

gugm

=

270(4

and since N(U)=N(UO2) and

uranium and oxygen can be

N(U)

and

1\1(C))

3'\

3

N(0)=2N(UO2),

calculated

Nay
= grn+---11270

2Nav

270

from

3 Nay
4 270

6 Nay

Tl
a

atom densities of

(d.3):

270 gm +4 270 a
T1
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To calculate the Gd atom density and the oxygen number density in

Gd203, consider the mass of Gd203 in a particle:

M(Gd203) S(a-71)47rn2d1

Since the molecular

Therefore,

and

= 47cSi

weight of Gd203

4nST13(-2.-1
N(Gd203) 3 4)

3(a--T1
3 4.

is 362.5

aNavS

amu,

3711---)
( 4a

3i)

(d.6)

(d.7)

(d.8)

(d.9)

(362.5)
(-47m3)

3

N(Gd)=2N(Gd203)

N(0) =3N(Gd203)=
3aNavS

362.5

2aNavS ri

(1

362.5 4a)

362.5 4a

From eqs. (d.5) and (d.9), the total number density of oxygen atoms
becomes

2Nav 6 Nay gugm 3aNayS( 31i)N(0) = gm +
11

± 1

270 4 270 a 362.5 \ 4a (d.10)

Therefore

4 4( Nay 3 Nay gu+gm u 4 2aNavS( 311c= a2 = gm+ (1 i2
3 3 270 4 270 a 11 .0a2+ 3 362.5 4a.

Finally,

4 l2Nay 6 Nay gu+gm 3aNayS( 311
gm+ 71+ 1+

3 270 4 270 a 362.5 4a).

[ 4S612 2gmat-j2 2SGT2
o

( 24gmaxaa= 2Nava
3(362.5) a(3)(270) 362.5 a(3)(270)

ox
aa2

(d.11)
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and
U OX

N
[ 2Saga2 (gUgnl)aa2 3Saa2 2(glrgrn)aa2(

(d.12)= av +
362.5 270a 362.5+ 270a
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Appendix E

Generalized Region-to-Region Collision Probability
with an Isotropic Boundary

The generalized region-to-region collision probability for the
isotropically reflecting, closed and non-reentrant outer boundary
can be found from the collision probabilities for the black absorbing
boundary as follows. First, the important probabilities are defined:

Pvg=

PvB=-

PBB=

normal isolated-system, region-to-region collision
probability,

the probability that a neutron born in region 11, will reach
the system boundary without collision,

the probability that a neutron incident on the boundary
will collide in region v, and

the probability that a neutron incident on the boundary
will traverse the system without previous collisions.

A neutron born in region 11 can reach region v and makes its next
collision in that region without previous collision prior to reaching
the system boundary. This probability is P. Another possible way
for a neutron to collide in region v is for the neutron to reach the
boundary, from which it is is reflected, colliding in region v. This

probability is PBp.PvB. Or, the neutron can traverse from boundary to
boundary and make its next collision in region v (figure E.1). If the
number of system crossings is n, then the probability of such an
event is

PBR (1PBB)n Pv8 n= 1,...,00



P BB

Fig. E.1 Region-to-region Collision Probability

Therefore, the total probability becomes
00

PV}L = PN4L+PB1.1.PV B+ PBp.PvB(1PBB)n
n =1

+
PBfiPvB

= Piµ+ 1 PBB
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(e.1)

Now consider the system with NT regions. If Pvg, is known,

then the remaining probabilities can be calculated. Since a neutron
born in region g must be in some region or at the boundary,

NT

P +P =
v = 1



Therefore,
NT

PBL = 1-IPvg
v=i
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(e.2)

It is more difficult to determine the relation between PCB and PBS,.

The general reciprocity relation derived in Nuclear Reactor Theory
(eq. 2.105) by G. Bell and S Glasstone18 is

nQ I ki,i(r,-C2)0inc.2(r,C2)-4)inc.1(r,f2)(1)2(r,-0)1d0dA

= [Q1(r,f2) $2(r,-0)-Q2(r,-12)01(r,S2)1dS2dV (e.3)

where the subscripts denote different cases, CASE A and CASE B,

01(r,Q) is an angular flux, (Pint.' is an incoming flux for nS2 < 0, and Qi
is a source. Consider, for CASE A, that there is an incoming
boundary flux 6 inc.1, but no source Q1=0. In CASE B, there is a

uniform source only in region v, and zero in the other regions, and no
incoming flux, thyinc.2 Then, the reciprocity relation becomes

J. r
01(r)dV . (e.4)

region v
r,C2)(1)2(r,-0)df/dA fIn*C2 I Oinc.1 (

If we have 1 neutron/sec incident on the surface in CASE A,

1/(nA), which is isotropic,

ffn24
I n'/ I Oinc.1(r,S2)cif1dA = 1

= n.S1 I dildA = AS nSI I di-2,
n..04 n.12<0

1 /0inc.1

Therefore,

27E ic/2

= Al dcp f cosOsint3d8

= rcA

1

Oinc.1 =
nA
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Furthermore, suppose that C)2 is 1 /(4TEVv), where V, is the volume of
region v and 1 neutron/sec is produced uniformly and isotropically in
CASE B. Then, eq. (e.4) becomes

1 f f
n.n l (152(r,C2)dndA = 1 f (r)dV .

4Vgion v (e.5)
v re

The integral on the left hand side represents the number of neutrons
per second crossing the surface due to the uniform, isotropic source
and is, therefore, the escape probability, or PBv. For the constant

cross section, the integral on the right hand side is the neutron
collision rate in CASE A, divided by the cross section: The quantity
is denoted by P8 /It, where PBv is the probability that a random

incident neutron will collide and Et is the constant total cross
section. Consequently, eq. (e.5) leads to

A

1 r, 1

rBy = 1-vB4VZt

Or, if A is set to SB,

Finally,

4V,Zv
Pv B =

S
Pgv

B

NT

1PBB = PBY

(e.6)

(e.7)
v=1

Eqs. (e.1), (e.2), (e.6) and (e.7) are the desired set of equations which

relate the collision probabilities with a black boundary to those
from an isotropically reflecting boundary.
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Appendix F

Gadolinia Rod Parameters

Table F.1 Gadolinia Rod Parameters For KH Model

Gadolinia Rod Radius
Gadolinia Weight Percent
Driver Region Fuel Rod VEf
Gadolinia Rod UO2 Cross Sections:

Fast Group Cross Sections:
vEf

Ea.

Thermal Group Cross Sections:

Ea

vEf

Fast Group Gd as

Thermal Group Microscopic Total
Cross Sections:

Uranium
Oxygen
Gadolinium

Driving Thermal Neutron Flux
Fuel Pin To Poiion Pin Ratio

0.5137 cm
4.0 w/o
0.5580 cm-1

0.008 cm-1

0.01 cm-1

0.4030 cm-1

0.4875 cm-1
100.0 barns

15.0 barns
3.8 barns
50,000 barns
5x1013 neutron/cm2-sec
8.0
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Table F.2 Gadolinia Rod Parameters For XPIN

Gadolinia Rod Radius
Moderator Thickness
Gadolinia Weight Percent
Gadolinia Rod UO2 Cross Sections:

Fast Group Cross Sections:
vIf
Ea

Thermal Group Cross Sections:

Et

Es

vEf

Microscopic Gd Cross Sections:
Fast as
Thermal as

Thermal as
Moderator Region Cross Sections:

Fast Group Cross Section:
Ea

Thermal Group Cross Sections:
Et

Es

Driving Thermal Neutron Flux

0.61087 cm
0.44958 cm
1.83 w/o

0.008 cm-1

0.01 cm-1

0.5738 cm-1

0.3922 cm-1

0.3149 cm-1

100 barns
50,000 barns
10 barns

0.0001 cm-1

2.812 cm-1

2.806 cm-1

3.149x1013 neutron/cm2-sec
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Table F.3 Gadolinia Rod Parameters For OSUCP Model

Gadolinia Rod Radius
Moderator Thickness
Gadolinia Weight Percent
Driver Region Fuel Rod vEf
Gadolinia Rod UO2 Cross Sections:

Fast Group Cross Sections:
vEt

Ea

Thermal Group Cross Sections:
Ef

Es

vIf
Microscopic Gd Cross Sections:

Fast as
Thermal as
Thermal as

Moderator Region Cross Sections:
Fast Group Cross Section:

Thermal Group Cross Sections:

Zs

Driving Thermal Neutron Flux
Fuel Pin To Poison Pin Ratio

0.5137 cm
0.178 cm
4.0 w/o
0.5580 cm-1

0.008 cm-1

0.01 cm-1

0.800 cm-1

0.397 cm-1

0.4875 cm-1

100 barns

50,000 barns
10 barns

0.0001 cm-1

2.33 cm-1

2.3105 cm-1

5x1013 neutron/cm2-sec
8.0
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Appendix G

Collision Probabilities from the COPRAN Method

G.1 Introduction

One way to a neutron transport equation for a cylindrical fuel
rod is to obtain the collision probabilities and to solve a system of
linear equations. Therefore accurate collision probabilities are
critical to this method. The COPRAN method suggested by Carlvik7'8
is studied and some of the results are compared with the results of
the of THERMOS6 GEOM routine.

Because there are different ways of obtaining collision
probabilities, the two results are different. It was found that the
self-region collision probabilities of GEOM are larger than those of
COPRAN, and the next-region collision probabilities of GEOM are
smaller than those of COPRAN. This is because GEOM uses a center
point to represent a region, while COPRAN uses an verage value along
a chord. It was found that for ordinary fuel rod, n=2 is good enough
for Gauss-Jacobi integration points in the COPRAN routine. The

difficulty within both routines is that there is a neutron flux peak
near the cell boundary when the moderator region is divided into
many regions.

G.2 Theory

COPRANis a name of a subroutine used for the calculation of
the collision probabilities of annular regions with a black boundary.
The collision probabilities of a white boundary can be obtained from
the results of black boundary. The detailed derivation is given in
Appendix H. The result is



and

R = E.V.P.JJ JJ1,1

J
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(g.1)

(g.2)

where Pi j is the collision probability that a neutron born uniformly
in region j will make its next collision in region i. The collision

probabilities calculated from GEOM use a mirror boundary condition.
COLPROB has been written to use COPRAN for the calculation of

collision probabilities with a black boundary condition and for the
calculation of the neutron flux distribution in a cell with the albedo,
a, and the external current, Jext COLPROB uses the source response

flux and current response flux to calculate the total flux13.
Therefore, to print out the collision probabilities of COPRAN, eqs.
(g.1) and eq.(g.2) are used. In the flux calculation, these two
equations are not used.

G.2.1 COLPROB Test Run

COLPROB was tested as described in the 'Methods of Steady-

State Reactor Physics in Nuclear Design' by R. J. J. Stamm'ler and M.
J. Abbate13, with two cases are run. for case 1, a zero albedo was
used with Jext=1.0. That means that the boundary was black, but the
external neutron current was 1.0. The resulting net current with the
Gauss-Jacobi integration point n=1 was Jnet=1.2097. In case 2, to
get the same total flux with the white boundary condition a=1.0,
jext,. _eel= _1.2097 was used. This was done to keep the same

amount of net neutron current in both cases. This is explained as
follows.
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Case 1 assumes a black boundary condition, i.e., every neutron

which hits the boundary is lost. Therefore, j- is same as jext. In

this case, j+ is the amount of lost neutrons, and jnet is j + -j -. In case

2, a=1 (white boundary) and no neutrons are lost to the outside of
the boundary. To keep the same number of neutrons in the cell, as in

case 1, the neutrons j+ must be lost. The resulting new

i+

G.3 Results And Discussion

fext jext

The sample problem given in the 'Methods of Steady-State

Reactor Physics in Nuclear Design' by R. J. J. Stamm'ler and M. J.
Abbate13, was run and same results were obtained. To compare the

collision probabilities from COPRAN with the collision probabilities
from GEOM in THERMOS, the following data set given in Tabel G.1 was

used.

Table G.1 Input Data For Sample Run 1

Fuel radius

Moderator Thickness

Macroscopic Cross Sections

Fuel Et = 1.0 cm-1

ES = 0.1 cm-1

Moderator Et = 2.0 cm-1

Es = 1.9 cm-1

Number of Regions in the fuel = 5

Number of Regions in the moderator = 5

= 0.5 cm

= 0.5 cm
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A white boundary was used with the COPRAN routine, while a

mirror boundary was used with GEOM. To get the white boundary, the
albedo a=1 and Jext=0.0 were used. In Fig. G.1, the neutron flux
distributions were compared. The letter "n" in the COPRAN means
number of Gauss-Jacobi integration points. The results indicated

that n=2 is sufficient to calculate the neutron flux for the sample
case, as noted by the 'Methods of Steady-State Reactor Physics in

Nuclear Design' by R. J. J. Stamm 'ler and M. J. Abbate13,. When n=1,

the center flux of COPRAN was higher than the flux of the next
region. This means that n=1 was not sufficient. The curves with

n=2 and n=4 are almost same. The center flux of GEOM was lower

than the COPRAN flux which can be understood from the collision
probabilities.

In table G.2, some of the collision probabilities from COPRAN

and THERMOS are compared. This table shows that the COPRAN

collision probability, Pic, is higher than PiiG, the GEOM collision
probability, when i is different from j. In other words, PiiG is higher
than Piic. This is even more evident when the region is optically
thick. The reason is that GEOM calculates P I .j' assuming that the
neutron starts at the center of the region. Therefore, every neutron

must travel the region from the center to the region boundary before
making the next collision. This causes P11G to be higher than Pic,

which in turn is calculated from the neutron born uniformly along a
chord. This is the advantage of the COPRAN routine since it uses the

line average value of the source, while GEOM uses the center point to
represent the region.

The gadolinia rod is also calculated using COPRAN, and its

results were compared with those from GEOM. The input values for
COPRAN are shown in table G.3, and the result is shown in Fig. G.2.

The number of Gauss-Jacobi integration points used in the COPRAN
method was 5. Smooth flux shape is obtained from COPRAN, while

several peaks were found from the GEOM result. As burnup
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increased, the low gadolinia density region increased from the rod
surface and this unpredictable flux shape resulted in oscillation in

assembly criticality and the Ak of two different assemblies.
Therefore, the COPRAN routine was chosen for this study.

One problem with the COPRAN method with a white boundary

condition is the flux peak near the cell boundary. In Fig. G.3, more

points are used near the surface and fewer points are used in the
center of the rod. The same peak is found near the boundary. This

problem cannot be solved by increasing the number of points near the
reflecting boundary. However, the overall performance of COPRAN

with a white boundary condition was good sufficient for the study of
the gadolinia burn up problem.

Another flux calculation problem when using COPRAN with a
white boundary condition is that negative values of thermal fluxes
were sometimes found during gadolinia rod flux calculation. This

occured, when calculating the white boundary collision probability
from the black boundary collision probability by eqs. (g.1) and (g.2),
because numerical errors were unavoidable. Since the possible
location of the negative flux is far from the rod surface, due to a
very small region-to-region collision probability, the magnitude and
importance of the flux is negligible. In actual calculations, this
numerical problem was avoided by the removal of negative
probability after the set of conversion equations, (g.1) and (g.2).
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Table G.2 Total Collision Probability (from i-->j)

i=1

CCFR n=1 0.06189 0.1349 0.1068 0.09101 0.07938 0.1325 0.1083 0.09443 0.09047 0.1003

n=2 0.1146 0.1247 0.1003 0.08577 0.07497 0.1252 0.1023 0.08928 0.0855 0.09468

n=4 0.1155 0.1271 0.1003 0.08573 0.07490 0.1251 0.1022 0.08919 0.08543 0.09454

CAA

i=2

0.1439 0.1186 0.1010 0.08742 0.07657 0.1282 0.1041 0.08817 0.07836 0.07369

CCPR n=1 0.04498 0.1507 0.1236 0.09427 0.07940 0.1300 0.1048 0.09059 0.08625 0.09538

n=2 0.04245 0.1554 0.1218 0.09347 0.07914 0.1299 0.1049 0.09086 0.08653 0.09551

n=4 0.04237 0.1554 0.1217 0.09352 0.07918 0.1299 0.1050 0.09087 0.08654 0.09550

(ECM

i=6

0.03967 0.1726 0.1217 0.09639 0.08175 0.1344 0.1078 0.09054 0.08008 0.07510

0:13R n=1 0.006024 0.01773 0.03211 0.05204 0.08793 0.2884 0.1815 0.1224 0.1040 0.1079

n=2 0.005690 0.01771 0.03205 0.05168 0.08673 0.2953 0.1786 0.1212 0.1035 0.1075

n=4 0.005684 0.01772 0.03206 0.05169 0.08667 0.2955 0.1784 0.1213 0.1035 0.1074

GIECM

i=10

0.005829 0.01826 0.03302 0.05309 0.08718 0.3207 0.1758 0.1209 0.09767 0.08751

CCPR n=1 0.002640 0.007530 0.01277 0.01834 0.02407 0.06248 0.08912 0.1354 0.2313 0.4163

n=2 0.002492 0.007540 0.01281 0.01839 0.02417 0.06222 0.08869 0.1344 0.2285 0.4208

n=4 0.002488 0.007540 0.01281 0.01839 0.02416 0.06221 0.08868 0.1344 0.2283 0.4210

(13CM 0.001931 0.005881 0.01006 0.01459 0.01947 0.05043 0.07405 0.1170 0.2101 0.4964
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Table G.3 Input Data For Sample Run 2

Program Name: COLPROB.FOR

Boundary Conditions: White boundary
ALBEDO =1.0

JEXT = 0.0

Geometry:
Rod : 40 regions

Moderator : 20 regions

Cross sections:

Gd Ea = 200,000 barns

Is = 1,000 barns

UO2 Et = 0.717 cm-1

ES = 0.397 cm-1

Gadolinia weight percent = 4 w/o

Rod Et = 88.457 cm-1

Is = 0.8335 cm-1

H2O It = 2.33 cm-1
Is= 2.3105 cm-1
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Appendix H

Notes on the Region-to-Region Collision Probability Pii

In this appendix it is demonstrated that two different formula
for converting the collision probability, as shown in references 6
and 12 from the black boundary condition to the white boundary
condition are identical. If

Pii = the collision probability from i to j ,

and in COPRAN notation Pii is

then, the collision probability, Pii is obtained assuming a black
boundary condition. With a white boundary condition, as provided in
CARLVIK12,

RrEjViIdEiVi

Since Pi may be defined as Pi eq. (h.1) can be rewritten as

or

(h.1)

R1.,E.V.-/ P..
1 1 11

Therefore, the relation between a white boundary condition and a
black boundary condition is

-1

1 1 I 1 1

P +RR j]E.V.PYvOite 1,1R.black

-
(h.2)



and the notation in COPRAN

pyynite_pack+ji

Or, the collision probability

white
1 I

This probability should satisfy

is

RiRi
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(h.3)

(h.4)

(h.5)

11

boundary condition is

1

relation:

with a white

pblack RIR1
11

j

the following
white 1

Ldi ii

Eq. (h.3) can the be verified from the following equations, which
have been derived from Appendix E:

and

First, consider

PeiB
1PBB

PBj=1 ij

4Vizi
Pif3=0 PBi

QE3

1PBB=/Po, where Pii--.15;(_j .

Ri
PBj=1-1 Pii=x, ,

4ViZi 4ViZi Ri 4

SB SB EiVi SB "

(h.6)

(h.7)

(h.8)



and

v,
.

SB

From eqs (h.7), (h.8) and (h.9), eq. (h.6) is
R ./ZV 4

P .j* = Pij + j j
4 SB

SB

RiRj \( 1 ).
E.V)

i I

= Phi +

Using the COPRAN notation,

15white,I5J)Jack
11 11

or,

prihite= p3Jack

which is identical to eq. (h.4).

RiRi

IR;
1

E.V

RiRj 1

LRi
Z.V
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